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ABSTRACT

The creation of the Freshwater Fish I{arketing

Corporation, in 1969, represents the conplete reorganization

of the processing and marketing sector of the western

freshwater fish industry. As part of the ongoing evaluation

of the FFIttC, this study seeks to assess the inpact of the

Corporation on fishermen and the industry in three

fundamental ways: through assessing the financial
performance of the Corporation; by examining the

Corporation's record with respect to the achievement of its

mandate objectives and purposes; and, by determining the

satisfaction of the Corporation's clients with the overall
performance of the Corporation.

Financial evaluation of the Corporation was carried out

through the use of financial ratios and a set of comparative

fish processing and marketing entities including, National

Sea Inc., The Canadian Saltfish Corporation, and The Prince

Rupert Fishermen's Cooperative. I{andate objectives and

purposes vrere evaluated through a series of empirical

analyses based upon, annual value of sa1es, final palment

trends¡ price trends., portion of sales paid to fishermen and

the trend in market diversification. Client satisfaction
was measured through a series of in-person interviews with

both fishermen and fisheries management officials.

Comparison of the financial performance of the FFlltC to

vlr



other firms revealed that in the majority of the measures'

primarily those relating to return on assets and

profitability, the Corporation was a top performer among the

four examined. Examination of the data related to the

Corporation's mandate suggest that the Corporation has had

some success in the orderly marketing of fish but that

serious problems remain on some species. Similarly the

Corporation appears to have had some Success in increasing

returns to fishermen especially in the last six years.

l¡Íarket diversification has been achieved but without a net

increase in marketed volume. Domestic markets remain at

much the Same level as they have since the Corporation's

inception. Interviews with both client groups revealed a

number of complaints but it was generally accepted that the

benefits of the Corporation exceeded these problems.
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Chapter I

Introduction

I.I Background

1.I.1 The l{estern Freshwat

The western freshwater fishery covers an enormous

geographical area of some 5.34 million square kilometers and

includes lakes in Alberta, Saskatchevtan, I{anitoba' North

Western Ontario and the Northwest Territories (Standing

Senate Committee on Fisheries, 1986). Commercial fishing of

these lakes has been ongoing, in the case of the four

provinces, since the turn of the century and since 1945 in

the Northwest Territories (Deloitte, Haskins and Sells,

1988 ) . By the mid 1960's the fishery provided both fulI and

part time employment to about 7000 fishermen (Mcfvor' 1965).

In 1987, however, this number had fallen to 3500 (1987)

(Annual Summary of Fish Harvest Activities, 1986-87). Prior

to the creation of the Freshwater Fish t¡larketing Corporation

(FFl,fC) in 1969, f ishermen sold their catches to 285 dealers

who, inturn, sold to one of 35 exporters operating vtithin

the region (It{clvor, 1965). It was then the exporters job to

seIl the fishr primarily to buyers in the United States.

Despite the numbers of dealers and exporters, monopsony



and oligopsony in the purchase of fish were said to have been

common practices within the west,ern freshwater fishery

(Judson, 1961 and COtttEF, 1963). Geography, economies of scale

in fish buying and a lack of available working capital were

argued to have resulted in a situation where fishermen

usuatly had only one dealerr/exporter in their area to whom

they coutd seII their catch (Judson, 1961). Where more than

one dealer operated on a lake, such aS the case of Lake

Winnipeg in Manitoba, it was claimed that oligopsony

prevailed and price competition was avoided through

collusion (Judson, 196I). Competition was generally

confined to outfitting poticy, that is, the terms uPon which

fishermen were given working capital loans and equipment

rental-, in an effort to get enough fishermen to work for a

particular company (Judson, 196I) .

Two separate evaluations of the fishery concluded that

this relationship between fishermen and the dealer/exporter

meant that the buyer passed on the related risk of fish

marketing to the fishermen (l.lanitoba Federation of Fishermen'

1965 and Judson, 196f). This was achieved, the evaluations

argued, by holding payment for fish received until the fish

had been marketed with the purchase price being determined at

that time (ùlanitoba Federation of Fishermen, 1965 and Judson'

1961).

Because so many deal-ers/exporters worked the fish trade

many suffered from a lack of fish volume and operated as



marginal producers (Government of üanitoba, 1964). Even

those that maintained sufficient volume tended to act as

their marginal counterparts, keeping long term investment in

the fishery at a minimum, hence discounting the future

heavily in attempts to account for the uncertainty faced in

both the supply of fish and the sale of the cabch (Judson,

1961). As a result technological developments in the fishery

were, tor the most partr constrained at both the processing

and the fishing level although some of the larger companies

did begin to invest in filleting plants by the early 1960's

(Western Business, r.964).

The dealer/exporter's uncertainty in the marketing of

the catch was said to have stemmed from the existence of a

highly concentrated U.S. market into which the majority of

the freshwater harvest had been traditionally sold.

Estimates of the amount of the catch that sold in U.S.

markets range from 80t to as high as 90t of the total
(Judson, 196I and lr{cfvor, 1965). The major U.S. destinations

were Chicago, Detroit and New York. In Chicago alone, two

firms controlled the majority of incoming fish and similar

dominance by a few firms yras claimed to be the trend in

Detroit and New York (Ittclvor' 1965).

It has been suggested that during this period dominance

by a few firms in the US market meant that the Canadian

exporters faced a situation similar to that of the fishermen

from whom they purchased fish. Importers attempted to keep



the terms and conditions of buying open and flexible and

were, it has been claimed, able to shift much of the

marketing risk onto to the exporter (Judson, 196I and

Government of Manitoba , L9641. This retationship, it was

argued, resulted in some portion of the exporters risk being

shifted to the fishermen and contributed to reducing their

returns as weIl (Government of t¡tanitoba, 1964).

By all accounts, in the mid 1960's' the western

freshwater fishery was in decline. The Committee on

tÍanitoba's Economic Future (1963) found that the t¡fanitoba

fisheryr the largest in the region, was in serious shape,

suffering from over-capitalization' over-Participation' lack

of investmenL in long term technological capital and

monopsonistic buying which contributed to the reduction of

returns to f ishermen (COl.fEF, I963). The Federal-Provincial

Conference on Fisheries Development: Submission by the

Province of t'tanitoba (1964) determined that the current

situation was detrimental to the fishery and that a complete

reorganization of both regulatory practices and marketing

would be necessary if the fishery was to be viable in the

f uture (Government of lrlanitoba , 1964). With these concerns

in mind the t¡lclvor Commission was appointed to provide an in

depth investigation of the Canadian freshwater fishery ( it

concerned itself with the Great Lakes Fishery as well but

treated the two fisheries separatety) and to report on the

reasons for the noted decline.



1.1.1.2 The ltclvor Cormission

In 1965 a Royal Commission of Inquiry was established

under the leadership of G.H. l¡lclvor, to investigate and

report upon the, "...marketing problems of the freshwater

fish industry in the Provinces of Ontario, Manitoba'

Saskatchewan and Alberta and the Northwest Territories..."

(litclvor, 1965). The focus of the report fell, naturally, upon

the U.S. market as the largest and most significant,

inporting 98t of its whitefish ' 97* of its pickerel and 100t

of its pike from Canadian sources totaLing approximately 80t

of the yearly catch of freshwater fish. The commission was

to investigate and report specifically upon: the factors

contributing to the weakness in domestic and export Prices;

the possibility of better tailoring production to coordinate

supply with demand; and, the desirability of establishing an

export monopoly.

The final report concluded that the weakness in export

prices stemmed from the fact that there vrere too many

exporters, some 35 companies, in the industry competing for

the business of relatively few, mostly American, importers of

freshwater fish. This fact combined with the

disproportionate number of dealers between the fishermen and

the exporters (one for every seventeen fishermen in t¡tanitoba

alone) was claimed to have created inefficiencies and an

inability to take advantage of economies of scale which had



driven down the price of fish on the export market (lllclvor,

196s ) .

In addition, the Commission found that the bargaining

position of the exporter was weakened because the risks

inherent in the freshwater fish trade (perishability and

quality of the product) v¡ere borne by the exporter and

aggravated by a lack of consistent quality control. The

number of exporters was also claimed to have produced an

inability to coordinate the supply of fish with the demand as

the exporters I'individually and collectively appear(ed) to

have litt1e or no dependable knowledge of consumer demand"

(l'lcIvor, 1965 ) .

The combined result of these factors was a price paid to

the Canadian industry which was half the amount paid by the

U.S. consumer (tlcIvorrl965). The Commission's evaluation of

the state of the industry and the market was as follows: "The

Canadian industry as sole supplier of these species to the

United Sbates market is wasting the marketing strength

inherent in such an important supply position by sharing the

selling functions among too many individual exporters."

(Mcfvor,1965 )

In response to the inequities and inefficiencies which

it identified, the Commission reconmended that a crown

corporation be created under federal legislation to act as a

monopsony in the purchase of fish from producers and as the

exclusive processor and seller of freshwater fish for



producers in Albertar SaskatchevJan, t¡lanitoba, Northwest

Territories and Northwestern Ontario (not including the

Great Lakes).

L.L.2 FFIIC Structure, Purpose and Obiectives

The Freshwater Fish Harketing corPoration (FFI.IC) was

created in 1969 by the Fresh Water Fish l'larketing Act' 1985

R.S.C. , c.F-13, in response to the cOnCluSiOnS Of the Þ{clvor

report. The Corporation was charged with the responsibility

of acting as the sole purchaser, processor and seller of

freshwater fish in both interprovincial and export markets

for the area comprised of the Northwest Territories' A1berta,

Saskatchewan, It{anitoba and Northwestern Ontario (see figure

1, Area Served bY the CorPoration).

l¡lanitoba is the largest contributor to FFI'IC production

accounting for 66t of the total catch. Saskatchewan is the

second largest with 208 of the total supply. The remaining

areas, Alberta, Northwestern ontario and the Northwest

Territories contribute, 5t, 7t, and 2* respectively to the

total supply of freshwater fish (J-976-L977 figures, Gislason'

Ir{acmi1lan, Craven , 19821 . Due to its contribution to total

supply and its central location, WinniPeg, It{anitoba was

established as the head office and central processing centre

for the entire producing area covered by the FFMC mandate

(sec. 13 FFl,l Act, 1985 R.S.C. ' c.F-13).

The purpose and powers of the Corporation are defined in
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Unitcd Statcs

CHANGE OF TEHRITORY
tN oNTARtO 1975-76

TERRITORY SEBVED BY THE FRESHWATER
FISH MARKETING CORPOBATION

CHANGE OF TERRITORY IN ONTARIO 1973

Fig. 1: Area served by the
I

Coporation (FFMC, 1980)
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section 7 ot the Act, "The Corporation is established for the

purpose of marketing and trading in fish, fish products and

fish by-products in and out of Canada'.."( sec. 'l, rþu ect

1985, R.S.C., c.F-13). To accomplish this objective the

Corporation was given a capacity which included the powers

to: buy fish and prepare them for market; buy, manufacture and

process fish products for market; store and ship, import' and

export and market fish produced by the Corporation; hold

property; establish branch offices or employ agents; invest

moneys; borrow from banks upon the credit of the Corporation;

make loans of working capital to fishermen; and' do all

things necessary or incidental to the exercise of its powers

and functions. In addition to the pov¡ers previously listed'

sec. 20 oE the Act establishes the Corporation's exclusive

right to market and trade in fish on exPort markets and

interprovincially, except where the Corporation issues

licenses which specify otherwise.

The Corporation is managed by a Board of Directors

comprised of Federal, Provincial and Territorial

representatives, producers representatives and the President

who acts as the chief executive officer of the Corporation

and as its general manager (sec. 5, FF!,Í Act 1985' R.S.C.,

c.F-13). Input inLo the direction of the Corporation is

provided by an advisory corunittee comPosed of representatives

of whom at least 1/3 must be freshwater fishermen (sec.

17 (Ll , FFM Act f 985' R.S.C., c. F-13).



The FFMC is authorized to buy all fish offered at

prices established by the Corporation and to narket those

fish and products processed therefrom in order to achieve

objectives of the corporation (sections 22(2)'(3),23 FF¡{

1985, R.S.C.' c. F-13). The primary objectives of the

corporation are threefold:

....the Corporation has the exclusive right to
market and trade in fish in interprovincial and
export trade and shall exercise that right' either
by itself or its agents, with the object of

(a) marketing fish in an orderly manner;
(b) increasing returns to fishermen; and
(c) promoting international markets f.or, and

increasing interprovincial and export trade
in, fish.
(section 22(I, I FFl.l Act)

The FFIIIC considers its central objective to be the

increasing of returns to fishermen (FFMC Yearly Report'

L986/87 ) and it is this central objective which guides the

development of the remaining Corporation objectives.

L.2 Problem Statement

The formation of the FFMC rePresents a complete

reorganization of the western freshwater fish industry from

a market, populated by several participants (dealers and

exporters) to one dominated by a single, legislated,

purchaser-exporter. Upon its formation the Corporation was

given the following mandate: increase returns to fisher*åt,

the

Act

IO



market fish in an orderly manner; and, promote international

and interprovincial trade in fish. The principal question

to which this research is directed is; To r¿hat extent, and

to what effect, has the FFI'ÍC fulfilled its legislated

mandate and addressed the marketingr price, cost and supply

problerns of the freshwater fishery as identified by the

lllclvor commission?:

As a part of the ongoing evaluation of the corporation'

this study will examine impact upon fishermen and the

freshwater fish industry, in relation to its mandate, in

order to determine the effectiveness, efficiency and

equitability of the Corporation's performance.

L.2.1 Problem Components

The problem is composed of tr¿o essential components:

the impact, of the FFMCr oD fishermen; and, the impact on

the industry aS a whole. These components in turn contain

within themselves various sub-problems of importance to the

overall goal of assessing impacb and ultimately evaluating

the performance of the FFIUC.

1. What has been the impact of the Corporation on
fishermen insofar as its operations have affected?:

a) prices available to fishermen;
b) lhe cost of fish processing and marketing;
c) availability of credit assistance;
d) effect on incomes and inpact upon

stabitity of incomes; and
e) the general satisfaction of fishermen with the

efforts of the CorPoration.

2. Whal hae been lhe impact of the FFMC on the freehwater

11



fish industry generally insofar as its operations have
affected?:

a) sales volume and value;
b) development and strengthening of markets;
c) success at effecting orderly marketing;
d) the effect of reorganization and centralization

on processing and marketing costs.
e) financial performance of the FFI'iC and the

inpact of this performance on its ability to
fulfill its mandate.

From the components of the problem three general

research questions can be formulated:

1. Has the FFI{C operated efficiently and effectively
in terms of financial performance?;

2. Has the Corporation fu1fiIled the objectives and duties
for which it was created?;

3. Have the clients of the FFt¡tC been satisfied with
the operation and performance of the Corporation?

I.3 Objectives

The primary objective of this research is to determine

the impact of the FFI¡IC on the freshwater fish industry and

on freshwater fishermen in order to determine the

Corporations effectiveness in meeting its mandate and

confronting the problems of the fishery. Each of the three

research questions formulated above define the specific

objectives.

1.3.I Specific Objectives

1. To determine the extent to which the Corporation has

operated efficiently and effectively in terms of financial

management.

2. To evaluate the extent to which the Corporation has

I2



achieved the objectives and duties for which it was created'

that is,

a) marketing fish in an orderly manner;
b) increasing returns to fishermen;
c) prornoting international markets for and

increasiñg interprovincial and export trade
in, fish;

d) providing credit assistance to fishermen;
and,

3. To determine the level of satisfaction of among

clients with respect to the operation and performance of the

Corporation.

The specific objectives will be examined in turn to

produce a set of conclusions concerning the overall impact of

the Corporation on fishernen and the industry. It is intended

that the findings of this evaluation will be of use to

Corporation administrators, participants and policy makers in

future management and direction of the Corporation's policies

and procedures.

1.4 Outline of the Studv

This study is presented in five chapters. The First

provides background and a statement of the purpose and

objectives of the research. The Second is a review of the

operation of the FFMC and of past reports concerning the

Corporation and the marketing of freshwater fish, in an

effort to identify issues and problems of significance to

the present evaluation. Chapter three wiIl outline the

methods of the study and operationalize the research
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objectives. chapter Four witl present the results related to

each of the objectives of the study and offer interpretation

of the evidence. The Fifth and final chapter will serve to

present the conclusions of this research and offer

recommendations related to the findings and for future

research.
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ChaPter 2

Review of Related Literature

2.L Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to identify and examine

the major problems and issues related to the function and

operation of the Freshwater Fish l'tarketing Corporation.

The review is intended to provide a grounding in the

recurring problems and the more recent issues which have

significant bearing on the performance, effectiveness and

efficiency of the Corporation. Understanding these problems

and issues provides important background information for the

subsequent analysis of the major problem components to which

this research is directed.

since its creation in 1969 by the agreement of both

Federal and Provincial governments, the FFt¡lC has been the

subject of numerous, and for the most part government

initiated, studies. Consequently, the bulk of the studies

and reports discussed in this review are in the form of

Senate Committee RePorts, I'tinisterial Task Force Reports'

Transcripts of Hearings, Annual Reports, RePorts of

Participating agencies, and consultant's submissions to

participating governments.

The discueElon of the relevant llterature wilI foIlow a
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three part form. The first part will involve the

examination, principally, of financial issues related to the

Corporation. The second will review and examine marketing

issues and problems. The third, and broadest category of

issues, wilI involve a review of problems related to the

operation and infrastructure of the Corporation and its

relationship with the various participating governmental

agencies. This review witl a1so, in the process of

examining issues, discuss the significant operating

procedures of the CorPoration.

2.2 Financial Issues and Problems

2.2.1 CorPoration Financing

The corporation was established as a Federal crown

corporation intended to manage its affairs on a "self

sustaining" financial basis (sec. 15(I) r.¡,1.M. Act' I985'

R.S. c.F-13). Authorization for loans from the Department

of Finance is provided for in section 16(l) (b) of the F.F.li[.

Act; section L612) establishes the upper limit on such loans

at $30 million. Throughout the history of the Corporation,

Department of Finance loans have been the primary source of

both working capital and fixed asset funds.

The practice of relying on Department of Finance loans

$ras reviewed in a report issued by the Department of

Fisheries and Oceans entitted, Report Respecting the

l.fanagement, Operationsr Financial Structure and Performance
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of the Freshwater Fish Marketing corporation L979 by T. F.

Peart (hereafber Peart I 19791. A policy option examined in

the report was the desirability of the Corporation seeking

funding in private markets. The rationale for this proposal

vras to, "expose the Crown Corporation's financial management

to the discipline of the market pIace" (Peart, 1979). Peart

characterized Department of Finance loans as

"concessionary", calculating that re-financing of the entire

debt portfolio at private market rates of interest' which at

that time differed from Finance Department Rates by 4.675? ,

could cost the Corporation some $550 thousand dollars

annually (Peart' L9791.

The corporation responded to this criticism by stating

that the rate on Finance loans had differed from private

markets by an average of 1.3758 over a six year period (due

to the quarterly adjustment mechanism employed). This

differential, argued Corporation officials' did not

constitute a significant concession but a requirement of

obtaining private market funding would likely have the

effect of reducing returns available to fishermen (Peart'

1979 and FFIttC I ¡.979') .

Earlier reports on the Corporation's financial

management and operation's support Peart's claim that loans

from the Department of Finance contained a concessionary

element. Both a l-973 Environment Canada report and a 1975

Auditor General's report state that the corporation's
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capital asset loans carried the lowest interest rate offered

by the Federal Government and that this low rate was

effectively s subsidy when compared with corresponding

private market rates (Environment Canada, L973 and Auditor

General of Canada, 1975).

In order to establish a favourabte debt-equity ratio to

enable the Corporation to obtain private market funds' Peart

suggested the transformation of fixed asseE loans into

equity (Peart , !979r. This suggestion hightights an

important characteristic of the Corporation: the low level

of equity maintained. Because the corporation sees its

primary goal as increasing returns to fishermen only a

minimal amount of income is retained, thereby reducing the

equity position.

The examination of the private financing option began

with the Siddon Report early in 1979 as part of the Federal

Conservative governments review of Crown Corporations. With

the change of government and the subsequent Report of the

Federal/ProvinciaL/Tetritorial Corunittee of Officials on the

Freshwater Fish t'larketing Corporation in 1980, the question

of private market financing $tas down-played as the Federal

government expressed a willingness to continue financing as

in the past and participating Provincial / territorial

governments made it clear that they would not press the

issue.

Despite assurances that financial arrangements would
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continue as they had in past, the Corporation began, in

1979, to establish a reserve of retained earnings. A plan

was developed in conjunction with the Advisory Committee to

retain lt of initial and final payments deducted from final

payments in order to build the Corporation's equity

(Standing Committee on Fisheries and Forestry' l¡linutes of

ProceediDgs, witness l¡1r. Tom Dunn' FFMC President, May 3'

1983). As of April of f987 the Corporation's retained

earnings had reached a total of ç2 225 936.00 (Annual

Report' 1986-87).

2.2.2 Financiat Performance and Efficiency

An important section of the Peart Report deals with the

financial structure and performance of the Corporation. In

this section Peart carries out a financial ratio analysis.

Because the Corporation maintains a policy of retaining only

minimal income, Peart states that liquidity and efficiency

measures, rather than profitability or leverage indicators,

are most relevant. Furthermore, the importance of liquidity

is down played because of the existence of "concessionary

loan funding" from the Department of Finance (Peart I 19791.

The Corporation countered this claim of "concessionary

loan" dependence and low levels of liquidity by claiming

that Peart's analysis failed to properly take fixed asset

loans into account by rolling them into calculations of

current liabilities. The Corporation claimed that fixed

asset loans were a form of long-term financing and should
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not be included in current liabilities (FFl,lc, L9791. Even

if fixed asset l-oans were reclassified, the liquidity

position of the Corporation would remain }ow, but this the

Corporation responds, is the result of efforts to maximize

returns to fishermen.

The most contentious portion of the financial analysis

lies not in the numbers that are generated or the focus of

his analysis but with the industry comparisons employed. In

the comparison of efficiency measures' Peart employed

industry norms from the meat-packing and Poultry products

industries. This, according to the corporation, fails to

recognize operational differences betsteen the two types of

entities, especially with respect to inventory and supply

characteristics (EFl'lC ' 19791 . The nature of fish

processing is Such that harvests are undertaken in short

time periods which necessitates greater inventory carrying.

The Corporations supPly position is further altered by the

fact that it must, by legislation, purchase all fish offered

(sec., 22(2)' FFM Act' R.S.C.' 1985' c-F13.)

Efficiency comparisons using meat and poultry industries

as the benchmark consistently revealed the Corporation as a

less efficient operator (Peart, 1979r. However' when

compared to other companies in the fish trade the

Corporation appeared to be in the upper end of the

ef f iciency scale (FFl'{C, :..979).

Inventory management has, according to Peart, been a
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problem for the Corporation, as the cost of carrying

inventory and its timely movement impact on the magnitude

and speed with which final Payments are issued to fishermen

(Peart r 1979). The Corporation countered this claim by

stating that, despite efforts to distribute the harvest by

offering winter premiums, the greater bulk of the harvest

(some 50E) was delivered between the months of June and

September (FFI'IC, J-9791. In addition, the Corporation

responded that inventories might have to be carried for

longer periods in an effort to obtain the best possible

price by altering supply and improving the sellers

bargaining position, as this was the original purpose of

single desk selling. The Corporation made its final point by

comparing the percentage of current assets in the form of

inventories it held in a single year to those held by three

other fish processors (Prince Rupert Fishermen's Co-opr

National Sea and British Columbia Packers) with the result

that the Corporations percentage was consistently lower.

2.3 t¡tarketing Issues and Problems

Although the Corporation has exclusive control over the

purchase of fish within its mandated region it must compete

against produce from American and Canadian freshwater fish

taken from the Great Lakes, and other smaller lakes. The

most important market for freshwater fish from the

Corporation is, and traditionally has been, the U.S. market.

Prior to the existence of the Corporation' U.S. markets
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received approximately 80t of the yearly harvest (lt{clvor'

1965). Today that numbered has changed little and is

estimated by the Corporation at 7OZ (Corporate PIan' 1985-

86). The remaining 30t is marketed in various countries in

Europe, Asia, the Irtiddle East, Scandinavia and throughout

Canada.

2.3.L Developnent of Local/Domestic lii'arkets

concentration on lucrative u.s. markets has resulted in

the criticism that the corporation is neglecting the

development of domestic markets for freshwater fish.

Figures compiled for L984/85 show that the sale of

freshwater fish in Canada amounted to L766 metric tonnes' or

15t of total sales (l'larshall, 1986). A 1983 study

commissioned by the Atberta government discovered that

retailers in that province suffered from intermittent

availability of fish, fluctuations in price for species such

as Arctic Char and Pickerel sometimes as high as I00t ' a

system of distribution which does not include an active

sales force and product prices established in u.s. markets

(Thorne, Stevenson, KeIlogg' 1983).

In response to these claims, the corporation maintains

that it can get better prices in U.S. markets. In an effort

to meet its objective of increasing returns to fishermen,

the Corporation places less emphasis on the Canadian market

(corporate Plan, 1985-86). In addition, the corporation

maintains that Canadian prices are established "to yield the
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same return from sales in the U.S." in an effort to prevent

wholesalers and retailers from selling into the U.S. market

and taking advantage of the foreign exchange differential

and any domestic vs. export price differences (Corporate

PIan, 1985-86).

The rnajor suggestion for improving the servicing of

domestic markets has been the relaxation of intra-provincial

sales regulations as they relate to fishermen. The

Federal,/Provinci al /Tlerritoriat Corunittee (1980) examined the

impact of allowing fishermen to seIl directly to

wholesalers, retailers and institutions within their

province. The principal benefit of the option would be

meeting local demand. However, the Committee notes that

option would also mean reduced processing through-put at

Transcona facility ( the corporations main facility in

Winnipeg, l.lanitoba) and a consequent increase in overhead

costs for the remaining processed volume. The result

would be lower prices to those fishermen who continued to

send their fish to the Corporation (Federal /PtovLncLal/

Territorial Committee, 1980). Unauthorized sales of fish

into inter-provincial markets and possibly even export

markets and a possible reduction in quality of the product

on intra-provincial markets $¡ere other concerns of the

Committee (Federal,/ProvinciaL/Tetritorial Committee' 1980) .

Its final conclusion on this option was that the expansion

of local eales cannot maximize returns to the aggregate of

the

the
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fishermen and the Commission therefore reconmended that any

attenpts to improve local markets should be carried out

through the Corporation (Federal/Provincia|/Ietritorial

Committee, 1980).

In a 1983 report conmissioned by the Alberta

government, it was stated that significant local demand

existed in the province that was not adequately being

served. Specifically, the report stated that "the FFI{C is

not properly equipped to handle the myriad of sma1l

retailers and food service organizations" (Thorne'

Stevenson, Keltog, 1983). Consequently it was suggested' as

the best option of six examined, that fisherrnen be allowed

greater latitude in the intra-provincial sales of fish

similar to the option examined in the 1980 Federalr/

Provincial/Territorial Corunittee. This option was

eventually put into practice on an experimental basis in

1984 under agreement with the Corporation that no leakage of

fish into other markets would occur and that if volume

decreases produced a deleterious financial effect on the

Corporation the Alberta government would pay compensation

(Corporate PIan, 1985-86).

The standing senate committee on Fisheries (1986), in

it,s review of the marketing of freshwater fish, stated that

changes to intra-provincial regulations in Alberta and

Saskatchewan (who initiated a similar project) were

,,unlikeIy to disrupt the FFl,lC's current intra-provinciaL
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sales,' and would produce the benefit of developing Iocal

markets, which the Senate Corunittee suggested could offer

lucrative oPPortunities to fishermen (l{arshal1' 1986). To

date, the intra-provincial sales in both provinces have not

caused significant declines in FFtfC production or Transcona

through-put while the magnitude of gains to fishermen are

not known with certainty (Personal Communication - AIex

Drobot, Field Operations' FF¡I{C, I988).

2.3.2 The Problem of under-utilized Species

under-utilized species or rough fish, primarily mullet'

carp and burbot, have consistently posed a marketing

problem for the Corporation. Prices for these species are

generally low (usuatly below .11 cents per kilogram) because

the competition from the supply of similar fish in other

fisheries. Marketing difficulties are exacerbated by

problems such as the number of bones, the colour and texture

of the flesh and most importantly the instability of markets

for these species (corporate Plan, 1985-86). Low prices

have brought criticism that the Corporation is not doing

enough to market these species of f ish (trtarshall' 1986).

In the past, the corporation has attempted to develop

overseas markets for the sale of rough fish with only

limited success (Corporate PIan, 1985-86). The creation and

marketing of specialty products has generally been avoided

because of the risk and the consequent potential for the

reduction in payments to fishermen (Thorne, Riddell and
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Associates, 1978, FFtfCI L979, Marshall' 1986). However since

the issue was examined by the Federal/Provincialr/

Territoriat Committee in 1980, and indeed prior to this

investigation, the Corporation has expressed its willingness

to allow private development in this area (Response to the

Peart Report, I979, Federal/Ptovincialr/Territorial

committee, 1980 and corporate Plan, 1985-86) through the

issuing of "Specia1 Dealers License". These licenses are

issued to private dealers on the proviso that the products

to be marketed do not directly compete with Corporation

products (Advisory Corunittee Newsletter, January 1989).

2.4 Issues and Problems Rel

2.4.L Pricing and the Problem of cross subsidization

Prices for the various species handled by the

Corporation, which are grouped into species pools' are

established on the basis of a sales forecast (for fresh'

processed and frozen fish). From this estimate a mean price
,'f ree on board" ( f .o.b. ) Transcona is calculated (Gislason'

Macmillan and Craven, 1982). The price actually paid to

fishermen lake-side for loose fish (unpacked) ' is the mean

price minus aII costs incurred in packing, transport and

Transcona costs at between 80t and 50t of the projected

total available price depending on the specie (FFttC' 1983).

These prices are referred to as initial prices and are set

conservatively in an effort not to stimulate supply above
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forecasted expectations (Corporate Plan, 1985-86). Final

payments are made to fishermen when a surplus is realized in

a particular sPecies Pool.

A major issue of concern in the corporation's pricing

policy relates to the use of the species pool. That is, the

revenue from fish of the same species from fisheries with

differing cost structures is pooled (Peart , L979). The

charge has been made that significant subsidization of poor

performers is incurred by better performers under this

arrangement and that cross subsidization occurs between

pools when "the surplus value of one pool is used to support

the price of other pools" (Peart, 1979). It has also been

suggested that regional cross-subsidization has occurred

with respect to transportation and plant costs (Peart'

r979).

The corporation's resPonse to these charges has been

that it is inevitable that some subsidization wiII occur

simply because of the mix of cost structures in the species

pools. Hovrever, the extent of this subsidization' the

Corporation claims, has been minimal (FFI'{C, J-979). With

respect to the issue of cross-subsidization the Corporation

has a policy of distributing the overhead costs of pools

which show negative returns up to a limit of $150 000 (FFMC'

1983). If the pool is still negative the deficiency is

borrowed from other pools on the condition that the borrowed

funds (taken from final payments) are to be repaid with
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interest before any final payments are made on the negative

pool (FFl,lC, I983). The Corporation defends its species

pooling by stating that initial payments are made in

relation to grade and that final payments are paid equally

because all fishermen should benefit from the marketing

ef f orts of the Corporation (FF!'iC' I980 )

2.4.2 The Northwest Territories

The problem of subsidization is perhaps most contentious

in the Northwest Territories. During the recent hearings of

the Standing Senate Committee on Fisheries, fishermen from

the Hay River area claimed that high quatity whitefish from

the Territories were subsidizing the returns to fishermen in

other provinces where the grade of whitefish is lower

(Marshall, 1986). Vlhile initial Payments are made with

respect to grade, final payments make no differentiation.

The reason for this is that the end use of the fish may not

necessarily be related to the grading (FFMC, 1980).

Consequently, the practice is followed to account for a form

of "reverse subsidization" whereby higher grade fish is sold

with lower grade fish and lower grade returns have in fact

subsidized the return on higher grade f ish (t¡larshalI' 1986).

However, the ar.gument f rom many of the respondents to

the Senate enquiry seemed to indicate that they believed

that their product, high grade whitefish and Arctic Char,

could command a better price if sold outside the

Corporation. This sentiment is aPparently not new' as the
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parliamentary representative from this area, David Nickerson

(pC - Western Arctic) I has on at least teto occasions

int,roduced a private member's bill into the House of commons

calling for the repeal of the corporation's monopsony

position with respect to the purchase of freshwater fish

(Bitl c-235, June 1985 and BiIl c-zLL, October 1986, Index

to Current Bills, 1987-88), both of which where

unsuccessful. The principle argument put forward by Mr.

Nickerson is that the Corporation has not adequately been

serving the fishermen in his area because of its failure to

promote the unique characteristics of the fish of this

region and to market the fish accordingly (Hansard, October

8, 1986 - FebruarY 2, 1988 ) .

This opinion of the future of the Corporation and its

relationship with the Northwest Territories was not shared

in two separate studies which examined the region's

marketing options. The Department of Economic Development

and Tourism, NWÎ, noted that opting out of the Corporation

would entail a "substantial cost etement" to the Territorial

government and that the aggregate of the fishery would not

benefit significantly (NII¡T, Department of Economic

Development and Tourism, 1982). HOwever, the report did

stress that specific fisheries may benefit from new

marketing arrangements and that further study should be

undertaken to discover these potential arrangements.

In responÊe to the conclusions of the Department of
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Economic Development and Tourism report, and due to the

continued decline of the fishery, a specific study was

undertaken in I985 with respect to the Territories Arctic

Char fishery. The report discovered that while the

Corporation had done a good job of promoting the product and

creating a market nicher price had been set too high

($5.00,/1b., 1985 ($1I.02/kg) - well above the highest priced

salmon) and there was a danger of damaging the market by

encouraging substitution (Thorne, Stevenson and Kellog'

1985). The conclusion of the report was that the price must

be reduced and new domestic markets established in

cooperation with the FFItiC.

The reason given for continuing participation with the

FFMC as the principal marketing agent was that the

Corporation could handle the product most efficiently due to

economies of scale and that having the product 9o through

the FFMC for processing added little to the cost.

Consequently, to remove the product from the Corporation's

control would cost Char producers time and money in

establishing markets, marketing channels and a processing

infrastructure (Thorne, Stevenson and Kellogg' 1985)

2.4.3 Agencv Cooperation and the Coordination of
SuppIY

One of the original purposes of the Corporation was

to atÈenpt to better coordinate the supply of fish fron the

various regions to ensure deliveries at times most

profitable to fÍshermen. To achieve this goaL it was
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originally suggested that the corporation work with the

participating provinces, in an advisory capacity' with

respect to the setting of seasons and quotas for the various

producing lakes.

It was recognized by the Fedetal/Provincial Task Force

in I975 that the multiplicity of agencies involved in the

management of the fishery presented a problem of management

communication. The major suggestions of the report were

that the FFMC become the coordinating body for each

provinciaL/terrítoriat government and the federal

government. IÈ also affirmed the original relationship'

suggesting that the corporation function as advisor on

regulatory practice to each of the provinces and the

Northwest Territories (Federat/Provinciat Task Force Report'

1975). The need to formalize this relationship was

reiterated in the Report of the FederaL/Provincial/

Territorial Committee in 1980.

In the corporate PIan for 1985-86 (FFl,fC) it was stated

that while consultation between the Corporation and the

provinciaL/Eerritorial agencies had taken place, the results

were disappointing. For instance, a 1983 Alberta Government

Task Force reported that the entire harvest of a single lake

(utikima), up to 500 000 lbs, was being taken in under two

vreeks; the resulting necessity to freeze much of the produce

meant lower prices to fishermen. The failure to rationalize

regulations to enhance the coordination of supply with
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market demand, the Corporation claims, has lead to increased

carryíng costs (with respect to inventories) and missed

marketing opportunities (FFttC, 1985-86). The Standing Senate

Committee on Fisheries suggested in their 1986 report that

the very existence of, "a large organization that can either

find markets for a Product or store it" reduces the

incentive for provincial/territorial regulators to

rationalize regulatorY schemes.

while the problems continue, especially in Alberta and

to a lesser extent in !¡tanitoba, the Corporate Plan 1988-89

states that the channels of communication are oPen between

the Corporation and provincial agencies and suggestions for

managing and regulating production are being discussed

(FFMC, 1989). In l¡tanitoba the Corporation has been working

in consultation with the Fisheries Department in an effort

to reduce the numbers of producers and to rationalize the

system of quotas and licenses in the fisheries on lakes

t¡lanitoba and l{innipegosis (FFMC' 1989). The Corporate Plan

reiterates, however, that the Corporation has not been as

successful as it should have been in this area and that "too

nany marketing opportunities have been missed by not having

fish available at the right time and excessive inventories

have been carried during parts of the year.'r(FF!,[C' 1989)

2.4.4 Centralization of Processing

The Corporation's processing infrastructure includes two

plants (this does not include the 90 packing stations
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presently in operation). The main plant is located in

Transcona (Winnipeg, Þ18. ) and there is one seasonally

operated satellite plant located at La Ronge in northern

Saskatchelean. Claims have been made that the effort to

centralize processing primarily at Transcona and to a lesser

degree in the satellite plant has been undertaken at great

cost to fishermen and fishermen's agents (Peart, 1979r.

Most significantly, the centralization resulted in the

reduction of jobs in some northern communities and has

resulted in increased transportation costs to remote

fisheries that must ship to Transcona (Corporate Plan I985-

86 and l¡tarshall, 1986).

Consequently' pressure has been placed on the

corporation from some fishermen and their representatives for

the decentralization of processing. The argument given in

support of decentralization is that it can add significantly

to employment opportunities in remote regions and that

moving processed product to market is cheaper than sending

raw material to Transcona for processing (Federalr/

Provinci al /Tetritorial Committee Report' 1980)'

However the Federal/Ptovincialr/Territorial Committee' s

conclusion on this issue was that decentralization of

processing would lead to a transferring of employment to

other regions but not an overall gain to the aggregate of

fishermen. With respect to the transportation issue the

committee found that the average per pound cost of
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transportation from delivery points to Transcona was only

about $.03 cents ($.07/kg.). The major delivery cost is

incurred in transporting the raw product to detivery points

(Federal/Provinc iaL/Tetritorial Committee' 1980 ) .

The Corporation has consistently argued against

decentralization because the original intention of

centralization was to capture significant economies of scale

in fish processing and to streamline existing facilities in

an effort to reduce the cost of processing. If more

satellite processing were to be initiated, the Corporation

claims that fishermen would suffer increased overhead costs

and reduced returns due to the addition of the plants and

the reduction of through-put at the Transcona facility

(Response to the Peart Report, I979, Corporate PIan 1985-86

and Marshall, 1986). This argument is suPported by a study

undertaken at the Freshwater Institute which examined the

removal of SaskatChe$¡an volumes from Transcgna aggregate

processing. A globaI benefit cost analysis undertaken as

part of the study examined the impact of seven Saskatchevran

processing options. The results indicated that in every

case the benefits which Saskatchewan fishermen might receive

from either of the options ltere offset by increases in the

Transcona plant overhead: "benefits are not sufficiently

large to offset the incremental capital costs...and

compensate for the disbenefit which results from the

reaLlocation of Transcona overhead costs over reduced total
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volumes" (Topolniski , L979).

It is important to note that the saskatchewan benefit

cost analysis, which takes into account only the inpact of

increasing Transcona overheads on the remaining Saskatchewan

volume processed there, showed positive net present values

on two of the seven models examined (Topolniski' l-979). The

results suggest that positive improvements can be gained by

decentralization of processing for the region considering

the option but there would be a corresPonding increase in

cost for those regions who continue to deliver to the

Transcona facititY.

The corporation has repeatedly stated that it would

undertake decentralization of processing only if it could

,,yield additional benefits to fishermen" or if the agencies

desiring the increased regional Processing were willing to

cover the additional costs or operating losses incurred due

to the function of such a facility should they occur

(Response to the Peart Report, L979 and Corporate PIan'

1985-86). What the Corporation seeks to avoid are costs

related to the carrying out of "social" directives and goals

which may be in the interest of some participating agencies

but could potentially have a negative impact on the fishery

as a whole (FFMC Annual Report' f986-87).
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2.5 The Application of the Literature to the studv

The review of the existing literature in the three

categories presented was intended as a discussion of major

issues which have faced and continue to face the Corporation

and the freshwater fishery in generaI. The three areas

presented are directly related to the major research

questions of the studY:

1. Has the FF,l¡lc operated efficiently and effectively
in terms of financial Performance?;

2. Has the FPt¡lc fulfilled the objectives and duties
for which it was created?;

3. Have the clients of the FFt¡tc been satisfied with
the operation and performance of the corporation?

The three areas also provide an examination of the various

positions taken by the proponents in each of the issues

discussed. As such, the review provides a base of

information upon which the analysis in succeeding chapters

may proceed, cognizant of the complexity of the issues at

hand. The review also provides important information as to

the function and operation of the Corporation which is

germane to an understanding and analysis of the FFI¡tc's

impact on the fisherY as a who1e.
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Chapter 3

ltethods

3.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the methods employed in this

study for achieving each of the three specific objectives

outlined in chapter 1 and for addressing the question of

the impact associated with the centralization of processing.

3.2 Financial Perfornance

This portion of the evaluation involved the examination

of financial statistics and ratios related to the

performance of the Corporation. The data have been used to

carry out an analysis of Corporation trends over tine ( trend

analysis) and a comParison to the trends of comparable

fisheries operations, to determine the impact of Corporation

operations on the fishermen in terms of the efficiency with

which capital is employed, inventory turnover, liquidity

measures, leverage measures' and profitability. Comparative

data were obtained from ontario freshwater fishery

operations, The Prince Rupert Fishermen's cooperative,

National sea Products Ltd. and The canadian saltfish

Corporation.
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Due to the specific nature of the Corporation, many

of the typical financial ratios have been nodified to reflect

the Corporation's mandate. Similarly, comparison of

financial performance has been cognizant of the unique

operating characteristics of the Corporation as compared to

those of the private and public firms to which the

comparisons have been made.

3.3 Fulfillment of Objectives and Purposes

The purpose of this section is to evaluate the level

of achievement and irnpact of each of the objectives and

purposes specified in the mandate of the Corporation. The

Corporation's objectives and purposes have been

operationalized tor the purpose of evaluation, using the

following measures:

1. t{arketing f ish in an orderly manner:

a. trend analysis of the rate of inventory turnover
as compared to that experienced in other fisheries;

Comparative data l^tere obtained from the Great lakes
freshwater fishery, The Prince Rupert Fishermen's
Cooperative, The Canadian Saltfish Corporation and
National Sea.

b. trend analysis of sales volume and value over time;
(va1ue represented in real dollars, that is, adjusted
for inflation through the use of the fndustrial Price
Index for Fish Products, SLatistics Canada' 1975-1987).

c. trend analysis of the real value of final payments to
fishermen for the fishery as a whole and by specie
(value represented in real dollars adjusted using the
rndustrial Price rndex for Fish Products, Statistics
Canada, 197 5-1987).

As final payments represent a profit on a species pool'
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they indicate the degree of success to which the
Corþoration has matched the supply of fish with the
prevailing market demand.

2. Increasing returns to fishermen:

a. trend analysis of prices paid to fishermen by
species, in real dollars;

comparison of prices available to fishermen in the
Ontãrio freshwãter fishery and those of the saltwater
fishery, in real dollar terms (adjusted using !h".
rndustiial Price Index for Fish Products' statistics
Canada , L97 5-l-987 ) .

b. trend analysis of the totat portion of sales paid to
fishermen;

This measure seeks to determine the portion of the
returns from fish sales that fishermen have received
over the life of the CorPoration.

c. trend analysis of the real dollar weighted average
returns fróm fishing, of fishermen for the fishery as a
whole and by region, in order to determine if returns
have improvèd (adjusted to real dollars using the
Industrial Price lndex for Fish Products, Statistics
Canada , I97 5-I987 ) .

Returns have been weighted according to the number of
fishermen in each Çloupr which range from $1000 to $50000
by $2000 increnenti. lilide ranging amounts of f ishing
eifort between fishermen necessitate the use of a
weighted average in order to determine overall changes in
returns.

3. promoting international markets for and increasing
international trade in, fish:

a. trend analysis of total fish harvests over the life of
the CorPoration;

b. trend analysis of changes in domestic market over the
life of the corPoration;

c. trend analysis of the diversification of the
marketing efforts of the corporation. Examination
of the change in the destination of exports over the
life of the CorPoration.

4. Provision of Credit Assistance to Fishermen
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a. assessment of the terms of credit extensions'
collateral requirements, terms of repayment-and
interest rates, and limits on credit offered by the
Corporation;

b. evaluation of the credit policy on the basis of
personal interviews carried out under section 3.4
CIient Satisfaction.

3.4 Client Satisfaction

The clients of the Corporation include:

I. The Fishermen;

2 The Provinces and Northglest Territories'

As participants in the agreement that created the FFt¡tC and

as the authority which decides upon continued participation'

Provinci aL/Territorial governments can be considered clients

of the Corporation's operations in the broad sense whereas

direct benefits go to the fishermen in each region'

Client satisfaction has been determined through the use

of three separate interview schedules (see Appendix B). One

schedule was tailored to determining the views of each of

the government officials in charge in the five regions

(Ontario, Ir{anitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta' Northwest

Territories). The remaining two were designed to determine

the satisfaction of fishermen. Topics covered in the

interview process include: marketing strategy; pricing

policy; centralization of processing; fishermen's

representation; Profitability; credit policy; and' the

future of the CorPoration

the intervie$¡ process was carried out by selecting
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advisory committee members, both past and present' (who are

fishermen) and representatives of principal fishermen's

organizations in each of the Corporation's operating

regions. Advisory Committee and fishermen's organization

officials were chosen because of their high levels of

involvement in the Corporation's business' their high levels

of knowledge of operations and their positions as

representatives of the fishermen at large.

A total of fifteen personal interviews have been

undertaken with representatives who are themselves fishermen

and five with the various government officials in charge of

commercial fishing in the Provinces and Territory.

3.5 The fmpacts of Centralization of Processing

This research provides a general assessment of impact of

centralization. This has be achieved by examining financial

data related to profitability, the portion of sales paid to

fishermen and the trend in weighted average income in order

to debermine the financial impact on fishermen over the

Corporation's lifetime. This data have been contrasted with

the opinions of fishermen concerning the impact of

centratization on their operations, collected in the Client

Satisfaction component of this research (see Appendix B:

Interview Schedules).
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3.6 Sunmary

Each of the nethods described above is designed to

address a single aspect of the overall research problem. The

analysis proceeds from the narro$¡ perspective of a financial

analysis into the broader topics relating to the

Corporation's mandate and finally to the perceptions of the

client group. This progression was chosen so that aII

aspects of the Corporation's performance could be evaluated

to provide an overall assessment of the efficiency'

effectiveness and equitability of the Corporation's

operations and Performance.
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Chapter 4

Analysis and Findings

4.1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to present and discuss

the findings relevant to each of the objectives identified

in chapter 1. It is organized in three main sections

covering the three principle objectives: Financial

Performance; Fulfiltment of Objectives and Purposes; Client

Satisfaction.

4.2 Financial Perfornance

A standard means through which the financial performance

of a firm may be gauged is the use of financial ratios.

These ratios are derived from balance sheet infornation and

cover the primary areas of the financial health and

performance of the firm: Iiquidity; leverage; activity; and

profitability, the last being the ultimate measure of

management's ability to invest and direct its resources

properly.

The financial performance of the FFI{C will be measured

using ratios in each of the four general categories. To

present a fair assessment of performance and to identify

trends in the measures, the ratios will be presented over a

ten year period from 1978 to 1987. rn addition' comparisons

wiÈh eimllar trends for three other fírmE in the fishing
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industry will be presented. Comparison to other firms is a

necessary component of the evaluation because it reveals the

performance of the Corporation in relation to others in the

industry and thereby provides a benchmark from which to make

judgments about the firn's performance.

The firms represented for comparison include' The

Canadian Saltfish Corporation, National Sea Incorporated'

and the Prince Rupert Fishermen's Cooperative. $lhile it is

true that there are disparities between these firms and the

FF¡,IC r¡ith respect to the type of markets, size and the

structure of each firm, this approach provides a better

comparison than would result from a comparison to published

industry norms for a related industry or by the use of

analysts "rules of thumbil as reference points.

The most important differences between the FFI¡ÍC and the

comparative firms has to do with the degree and the types

of financial risk each faces, As a private firm National

Sea must maintaining a certain level of liquidity in order

to ensure the continued support of its creditors. The FF|{C'

on the other handr obtains nearly all of its working

capital and fixed asset funds from the Department of

Finance. Consequently, measures of liquidity and leverage

are not as important to the Corporation or its creditor, the

Finance Departmentr so long as other performance measures

are maintained. Essentiallyr wêrê private firms face

financial risks dealing in private financial markets the
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Corporation faces risk of a political nature. That is,

their continued access to finance is deternined by

bureaucraÈic evaluation influenced by the prevailing

political climate. For this reason the Corporationrs

management will place greater emphasis on achievement of

certain mandate goals at the expense of key financial

figures, such as liquidity (this will be examined in greater

detail below) because they are evaluated on the basis of

mandate success rather than strict conformity to established

norms for financial analysis.

The validity of the comparison is strengthened by the

fact that the firms have many of the same operating

characteristics and corporate goals. Because it is a

cooperative, the Prince Rupert firm follows a policy similar

to the Ff'¡{C with respect to returning the majority of profit

to the fishermen as a final settlement. The Canadian

Saltfish Corporation, like the FFMC, is a cro$tn corporation

and consequently operates under some of the same conditions

with respect to financing and goals even though their

mandates are not exactly aIike. Comparisons to National Sea

are important because it is one of the largest and most well

established fish processing firms in Canada (1987 financial

data for National Sea was unavailable and is therefore

omitted on a all tables and figures). Consequently, while

there are differences between the firms there are inportant

qualities inherent to each firm that can provide insight
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into the performance of the FFI¡iC.

4.2.1 Liquidity Ratios

The ratios presented in this section measure the

Corporation's ability to meet its short term obligations to

creditors. The significance of these measures is assessed

through a trend analysis of the Corporation's liquidity over

the past ten years (1978-1987) and by comparison to other

firms in the fishing industry.

Measures of liquidity reveal to the creditors' or

investors in a firm, the extent to which their investment is

protected by the firm's total assets. Low levels of

liquidity may have serious consequences with respect to a

firm's abifity to obtain future financing and suggests that

the firm is unable to take advantage of profitable business

opportunities as they arise (Bernstein, f984). Extrenely

low levels of liquidity may result in the forced sale of

assets to cover maturing obligations or to insolvency and

bankruptcy of the firm.

4.2.I.1. Current Ratio

The current ratio is calculated by dividing current

assets by current Iiabilities from the firms balance sheet.

The ratio measures the coverage afforded to creditors by the

firm's assets. The ratio is expressed as the number of

tines the firm's assets cover liabilities. This provides the

basis from which the minimum proportion of book value of.the

assets at which liquidation can occur and still cover all
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obligations. For example, a ratio of 2tl'- or 2.00 means that

assets could be sold off at 50t of their quoted (book value)

value and liabilities would stilt be met.

Table 1 provides a summary of the current ratio of the

Corporation over the past ten years and a comparison to

three firms in the fishing industry. (note: prior to 1980

calculation of FFì,1C current ratios requires the removal of

long term debt from the liabilities total by exanining the

breakdown of the lump sum' "loans from Canada" the

practice of separating these items on the balance sheet did

not begin until 1980).

lable I
Current Ratio Con¡nrisons

(times coverage, assets to liabilities)
FFIdC SALTFISE NAT. SEA PRINCE RT'PERT

YEAR
1978
r979
1980 0.94
r981
t982
1983
1984
1985
r986
1987

0.88
0.89

0.98
0.99
0.93
0.90
0.88
0.80
0.7 4

1.30
r.20
r.23
L.67
L.97
t.44
L.02
0.79
0.73
0.79
L.2L

L.29
r.26
1.14
1.01
L.16
I. TO
2.06
3.13
2.66

1.65

r.04
0.97
1.05
r.06
0.97
I. OI
1.06
1.05
1. r0
1.09
1.04AVERÀGE 0.89

During this period the FFMC has maintained a very low

Ievel of liquidity. The level is so low that in the event

of liquidation the Corporation would have to sell off its

assets at over f00t of book value to meet current

liabilities. In comparison to the three other fir¡ns

included in table I the FFI¡fCrs ratio is clearly the moEt
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consistently low over the ten year trend. The table also

reveals that liquidity is generally low for all of the

representative firms, remaining near 1.00 for the ten year

period.

The reason for the low level of liquidity on the part of

the FFI¡IC, over the period and relative to comparative firms,

is due to the policy of returning virtually all profits to

fishermen as final payments. In each of the ten years'

1978-87, final payments to fishermen represent a significant
portion of current tiabilities. The low level of liquidity

is therefore a management decision, much as the low level

displayed by the Prince Rupert Cooperative which returns

profits to members, and is in keeping with the goals for

which the Corporation was established.

However, the practice of returning all but a small

amount of earnings to fishermen results in a yearly deficit

in working capital (current assets - current liabilities)

which must be made up through debt financing. The result is

that the FFt¡tC is dependent in each year on ready

accessibility to working capital loans to cover a portion of

their current liabilities. While such a situation may generate

a considerable degree of financial risk for a private firm'

risk to the Corporation is minimal as the Department of Finance

has consistently provided the necessary financing.

A significant problem with the current ratio is that 
. 
it

is a static measurement which assumes that the firm under
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analysis is about to be liquidated and says nothing about

the debt-worthiness of the business (He1fert | 19821. The

significance of this ratio should, therefore' be tenpered

with the Corporation's history of repaying both principal

and interest to its creditors. Over the ten year period

analyzed, the Corporation has demonstrated a consistent

ability to repay its working capital loans and by L987

(April 30) had reduced its tong term capital loans to nil.

This suggests that as the firmrs level of sales has slowly

grown over the ten year period (with some setbacks) the

payment of current liabilities has been a refunding

operation (Bernstein, I984). Liquidity has remained low but

the yearly operation of the firm demonstrates solid debt

worthiness. From the creditors' perspective' debt

worthiness over a significant period such as the one

presented tends to diminish the importance of the liquidity

measure. Consequentlyr ânY risk of evaluation and

alteration of credit terms by the Finance Departrnent, is

reduced by the demonstrated debt worthiness which indicates

adequate performance despite low liquidity.

4.2.L.2. Quick Ratio

The quick ratio is calculated by dividing current assets

minus inventories by current tiabilities. The purpose of

this ratio is to assess the liquidity of the firm without

relying on the sale of inventories which, are generally

considered to be the least liquid of the current assets.
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In Table 2 the FFMC and the comparative firms display

quick ratios over the period which reveal, when compared to

figures in Table Lt that inventories make up about half or

more of current assets. The results are extremely low

measures of liquidity with the FFMC lower than all but the

Prince Rupert Cooperative. The significance of this measure

is tempered in the same e¡ay as the current ratio by the

Corporation's debt worthiness.

However, this showing by the group of firms suggests

that the risk associated with holding large inventories' the

cost and reduction in saleable value, and the impact upon

liquidity, are characteristics of the fish processing and

marketing business. The FFMC's performance with respect to

the proportion of current assets as inventories and short

term liquidity is not unusual. The fact remains, however'

that large inventories significantly reduce liquidity

resulting in a greater risk for creditors and the

Corporation. In addition product value is reduced and costs

increase with the amount and length of time goods must be

held in inventory. (The impact and significance of holding

large inventories is discussed in greater detail below in

secLion 4.2.3 ActiviÈy Ratios).
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Table 2
Quick Ratio Com¡rarison

(tines coverage, current assets less
inventories to current liabilities)

YE,AR
L978
L979
1980
1981
1982
r983
1984
1985
1986
1987
AVERAGE

FFI{C SÀLTFISH

0.40 0.67
0.63 0.49
0.45 0.69
0.42 0.93
0.36 r.35
0.32 0.76
0.44 0.50
0 .27 0.59
0.34 0.46
0.35 0.33
0.40 0.68

NAT. SE,A PRINCE RT'PERT

0.4s 0.25
0.44 0.19
0.43 0.15
0.38 0.20
0.34 -0.42
0.34 0.2r
0.59 0.22
L.20 0.31
r.03 0.38

0.31
0.58 0.18

4.2.2 Leverage Ratios

Leverage ratios measure the proportion of funds supplied

by the firm as against the amount supplied by creditors.

These ratios express the risk to which the firm is exposed

with respect to claims against its assets (Helfert, 1982).

If the greater proportion of the firm's total funds are

provided by creditorsr the risk inherent in the operation of

the business is shifted to the creditor in proportion to the

funds they supply. The firm is also placed aL an increased

risk because, unlike owner capitat which is paid a dividend

if profits are realized, interest on borrowed funds must be

paid whether profits have been realized or not (lamari,

1978). In a highly leveraged firm, that is with a higtt

proportion of debt capital, there is a greater risk of the

fir¡n being unable to meet its maturing obligations.
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4.2.2.L. Debt to Total Assets

This ratio measures the total debt' both short and

long term, against the firm's total assets. It measures the

proportion of funds provided by creditors as against those

provided by the firm.

The comparison of firns in table 3, below, reveals a

generally high proportion of debt financing for all firns.

However, the FFMC is the most highly leveraged of the four

firms, relying on debt financing to an average of 95.23t

over the last ten years.

Table 3
Debt to Tota1 Assets

(t capital supplied by creditors)

FFI{C SAI,TFTSH ì¡AT. SEÀ PRINCE RTTPERT

YEAR
1978 100.00 77 .5L 72.26 79 .28
t979 99.7t 83.41 77.38 78.48
1980 97. r0 79.L7 80.13 ?4.27
1981 96.39 64.04 80.79 72.14
L982 95.78 57.06 85.75 75.69
1983 95 .44 7L.34 9r.L2 75 .L5
1984 93.34 97.59 51.20 72.7L
1985 93.65 100.00 42.94 72.68
1986 92.69 100.00 54.01 80.68
t987 88.25 100.00 8L.27
AVERÀGE 95.23t 83.0rt 70.62* 76.24*

Figure 2 plots the ten year trend of total debt to

total assets (as a t of capital supplied by creditors) for

the four firms. It reveals that the FFlltC has been steadily

improving its leverage position since L979. The reason for

this improvement is the implementation of a policy in 1979

of maintaining a reserve of retained earnings instead of

returning aII profite to fishermen as final paymente ( for a
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discussion of this policy see Chapter 2, P.19).

The high measure of leverage indicates that the

Corporation relies almost entirely on the Department of

Finance, its principal creditor, for its financing. This

arrangement has the effect of placing much of the risk of

financial failure on the Finance Departnent and increases

the cost to the Corporation with respect to meeting interest

charges. However, given the Corporation's mandater which

expressly assigns the Corporation the duty of increasing ret-

urns to fishermen, the relatively high dependance on debt

financíng appears to be a management decision. Rather than

retain a greater portion of earnings, the Corporation has, in

each of the years examined, distributed the bulk of earnings

as final payment and has had to depend on debt financing to

cover its working capital deficit. It would not be difficult

for the Corporation to reduce the level of debt financing'

simply by retaining a larger portion of earnings' but this

would have the effect of contradicting its mandate. As the

success of the Corporation is generally evaluated with respect

to mandate delivery, it is not difficutt to understand why

favourable measures of leverage (and liquidity) are not as

important to Corporation managers.

A.2.2.2. Times Interest Earned

The times interest earned ratio is calculated by

dividing earnings before interest payments, taxes and final

paynents ( in the case of both the FFIIIC and the Prince Rupert
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Cooperative) by interest charges. It is designed to measure

the firm's ability to cover finance charges associated with

its use of leverage (Bowlin, t¡fartin and Scott' 1980). The

resultant ratio is expressed as the amount by which earnings

could decline before the firn would experience difficulty in

meeting the cost of its debt. This measure is an important

companion to the total debt to total assets measure

discussed above, just as debt-worthiness tempered the

significance of the current ratio, because it reveals the

Corporation's ability to meet the payrnents on its debt as a

going concern.

Table 4 reveals that the FFMC is second only to the

Prince Rupert Cooperative in its earnings coverage of

interest charges over the ten year period. This indicates

that while the Corporation is highly leveraged it has

performed better than both the Canadian Saltfish Corporation

and National Sea Inc. in providing a margin of eecurity to

its creditors. The significance of this comparison is

heightened when it is considered that the FFtiC relies more

heavily on debt financing than either of these two firms

(see table 3), therefore incurring a greater proportionate

amount of interest charges' and yet maintains a higher

earnings coverage.

However, Corporation's heavy reliance on debt financing

continues to place the firn at some risk regardless of their

ability to handle payments in any one year. If earnings
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faII during one year the Corporation could easily run into
a situation in which they would be unable to meet the cost

of their debt. The fluctuation in the times ínterest earned

ratio (see Table 4 and Figure 3) reveals the highly variable
nature of fish processing and marketing and the potential
for just such an occurrence. The growing reserve of retained

earnings will offset this danger as the net worth of the

Corporation grows.

A drawback of the times interest earned ratio is that
it neglects t,he payment of the principal on loans. Eowever,

it was noted above that the Corporation has displayed an

adequate ability to repay principal on both working capital
loans and fixed asseL loans.

Table 4
Times Interest Earned Com¡nrisons

(tines coverage of gross earnings to interest ¡nlments)
FFHC SALTFISE NAT. SE,A PRINCE RTIPERT CHP

YEAR
r978
r979
1980
198r
t982
1983
r984
1985
1986
1987
AVERÀGE

11.87 2. r0
rr.71 11.86

3.28
7.07

2.35
1.02

3.63
3.37

6.29
6. r6

6.01
3. r4
0.63
0.61
0.96
0.07
0.39

-0.69
8. rl

2.L4

32.07
46.35
20.30
8.98
6.40
13.78
]-6.7 4
T7.T7
L7.25
15.56
19.48

5.95 -4.67
7 .67 -1.54
5.56 -0.49
L7 .98 2.60
7.48 4.27
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4.2.3 Activitv Ratios

The purpose of this set of ratios is to gauge the

effectiveness to which the firm employs the resources at its

command (Weston and Brigham, 198I). In this respect these

ratios indicate the performance of the firm and the

effectiveness of its management in applying capital to the

business of fish processing and marketing.

4.2.3.1. Inventorv Turnover

This ratio is calculated by dividing sales by the

value of inventory as it is entered in the balance sheet of

the firn. The ratio produces a turnover figure which

indicates the number of times sales will clear the inventory

figure.

Table 5 and figure 4 plot the ten year trend of

inventory turnover for the four firms. In comparison the

FFMC is one of the top performers of the four firms in terms

of inventory turnover; second only to the Canadian Saltfish

Corporation with respect to the ten year average. The

importance of this average is, however, minimal as figure 4

reveals that the year to year fluctuation in turnover has

been wide.

A turnover ratio of 3 to 4 times is generally

considered to be quite low, especially in the case of a

product which loses value in proportion to the time it sits

in inventory (Helfert, L982). Low levels of inventory
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turnover during the ten year period indicate that the

Corporation has had trouble finding markets for fish at

certain periods of the year. Part of the reason for the low

inventory turnover, mây be related to the Corporation's

mininal control over the supply of fish.

Table 5
Inventory Turnover

FFIiC SALTFISE NAT. SE,A PRINCE RTIPERT
YEAR
L978
r979
1980
r98r
L982
1983
1984
r985
r986
1987
ÀVERAGE 5.60

3.54 6.34
10.40 4.08
6 .46
4.54
3.93
3.s7
6.64
3.32
4.48
9. r1

8.43
9.82
L2.40
s.93
3.9s
r7.13
8.01
2.90
7.60

6.34
4.06
4.L2
5.15
3.37
4.52
3.79
s.47
5.45

e.70

)..97
t.67
1.63
r.62
1.95
2.06
L.77
2.46
2.80
2.4t
2.O3

Lack of coordination between the Corporation and provincial

agencies (as was discussed in Chapter 2, p.33-35) nay have

resulted in a failure to coordinate supply with periods of

market demand. The result for the Corporation ís that they

must place the fish in inventory until a market can be found.

The result to fishermen is a loss due to the cost of

carrying inventories and the decline in value in proportion

to the tine the product is carried in inventory.

4.2.3.2. Fixed Asset Turnover

The fixed asset turnover ratio is calculated by

dividing the value of sales by the value of total fixed

assets of the firm. The ratio is intended to measure the
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efficiency to which capital equipment is employed in

generating returns and to detect idle capacity or over-

investment in fixed assets.

Table 6 reveals that of the representative fir¡ns the

FFMC averaged over the period a return of nearly seven sales

dollars on every dolIar of fixed assets employed.

Table 6
Fixed Asset Turnover

FFHC SALTFTSS }IAT. SEA PRINCE RTIPERT
YEAR
L978 4.52 17 .20 6.83 3.77
1979 6.46 20.83 3.9r 4.05
1980 6.87 13.26 3.09 4.81
L98r ? .73 22.20 3.20 4.30
L982 7.10 28.69 3.47 4.2s
1983 6.09 35.88 4.02 4.93
1984 7.08 29 .r7 3.42 4.31
1985 6.L7 52.58 4. 15 5.79
1986 7.34 43.93 4.40 6.47
L987 8.82 28.85 7.33
AVERÀGE 6.82 29 .34 4.05 5.00

Compared to the other three firms this ratio places

the Corporation's performance second only to the Canadian

Saltfish Corporation. The unusually high ratio displayed by

the C.S.C. may be due to over trading on fixed assets and

may indicate a lack of fixed asset investment. The

Corporation's performance for the ten year period reveals

that it is using its fixed assets adequately with neither

idte capacity or over trading due to a lack of available

fixed asset investment.

4.2.3.3. Total Asset Turnover

This ratio is calculated by dividing sales by the
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total assets employed by the firm. Its purpose is to assess

the performance of the firm based on the level of efficiency
with which total assets are employed. The ratio generated

indicates the return, in terms of sales activityr êâch do11ar

of assets provides for the firn.
As with fixed assets turnover the FF!¡!C is performing

better than both the Prince Rupert Cooperative and National

Sea Inc.. The ten year average listed in table Z below,

indicates that the Corporation is gaining a return of 2

sales dollars to every asset dollar employed. This average

turnover figure is based upon relatively constant numbers

over the whole period (see figure 5) and indicates that
management has been employing assets effectively and

efficiently.
Favourable findings with respect to both the fixed

asset turnover and total asset turnover lend support to the

conclusion made above with respect to inventory turnover.

Because the Corporation's management is effectively
employing its assets and generating an adequate sales level,
the low inventory turnover is more likeIy the result of
factors outside management's irunediate control i.e. those

related to the seasonality of the industry and the lack of
coordination with regulatory agencies.
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Table 7
Tota1 åsset Turnover

FFI{C SALTFISE NAT. SEÀ PRTNCE RUPER,T CHP
YE.AR
L978 r.3g 2.57 2.39 1.05
t979 1.99 2.L6 1.49 0. gg
1980 2.30 2.84 1.31 1.04
1981 1.94 3.61 1.48 0.96
t982 L.7 4 3.42 1.33 1.09
1983 r.68 2.60 L.67 l_.19
1984 2.30 1. gg 1.46 1.04
1985 1.68 4.02 1.90 1.31
1986 r.91 2.74 L.7g 1.41
L987 3.09 r.54 1.36
AVERAGE 2.OO 2.74 1.63 1.14

4.2.4 Profitability Ratios

The primary importance of profitability ratios is
that they reveal the overall effectiveness of the firm's
management (BowIin, Itlartin and Scott, 1980). Profitability
is generally measured in two dimensions: profitability in
relation to sales and; profitability in relation to the

firm's investment. Consequently, this set of ratios
measures management's ability to direct the firm's resources

and seIl the firm's product at the lowest cost for the

highest price.

In the case of the FFMC's profitability all the

ratios are calculated before the disbursement of final
pa¡rments to fishermen. It is true that profit figures

calculated in this fashion say nothing about the net worth

of the Corporation and the impact of profitability on the

liquidity of the firn. However, to calculate profit figures

after final payments would be to understate the return on
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the firm's investment and the effectiveness of management.

Calculation before final payment provides a fair analysis of

the effectiveness of management with respect to sale5 and

return on assets because the sum of final payments

represents revenue above cost and therefore a net return.

Measuring profitability in this eray suggests that it is the

policy of returning the rnajority of profits to fishermen

which has an inpact on the net worth of the FFMC and not

necessarily the overall profitability in relation to sales

and investment.

4.3.4.I. Net Operating l{argin

The net operating nargin is a measure of the firm's
profitability in relation to sales. It measures

management's ability to control the costs of sales and turn

a profit on each sales doIlar. The ratio is calculated by

dividing income before interest charges, taxation and final
payments, in the case of both the FFtfC and the Prince Rupert

Cooperative, by the firns sales figure.
Table I plots the ten year trend for the four firms and

reveals that the FFITIC has been second in performance to the

Prince Rupert Cooperative. It is apparent from the comparison

of the fir¡ns that not only has the Corporation been an adequate

performer in the group, it has demonstrated greater consistency

in the level of profit earned annually.
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Table 8
Net Operating Hargin

(t return on sares dollar before interest and taxes)

FFHC SALTFISE }IÀT. SEA PRINCE RTTPERT CHP
YE,AR
1978 10.79 9.33 g.2g 69.591979 17.46 6.01 g.0g 74.L51980 17 .63 5.l,g 2.90 65.72
1981 19.14 L4.2r 3.96 59.69
1982 9.45 3.76 5.3-l 55.39
1983 5.43 2.24 0.36 63.52r9g4 16.53 -rL.37 r.2g 53.971985 20.L2 -3.55 -I.25 53. Og1986 L6.56 -0.65 1r.94 47.33
1987 25.32 7.95 46.4L
AVERAGE L5.74 3.2L 4.54 59.69

4.2.4.2. Net Profit Harqin

This ratio, unlike the net operating nargin, measures

profitability after the deduction for interest charges and

taxes. rt is calculated in much the same way except that
the income figure is net income minus interest and taxes
(stilr before finar payments for both the FFIrtc and the
Prince Rupert cooperative) divided by the sales figure.

Tabre 9 plots the ten year trend for the four firms
and' as with the Net operating l,targin, reveals that the F.FMC

is performing adequately yet behind the phenomenal

perfornance of the Prince Rupert cooperative. rt is also
apparent from this table that, even after the payment of
interest on its heavy debt 1oad, the FFt/tC has been able to
produce a net profit nargin that exceeds both the canadian

saltfish corporation and Nationar sea. This performance,

revealed in Figure 6 - Net profit trtargin, is especially
pronounced after the market downturn of l9g2-93 in which the
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Corporation has steadily improved net profit while the other

two firms have not.

Table 9

Net Profit llargin
(t return on sales dollar)

FFHC SAI,TFISE NÀT. SE,A PRTNCE RTIPERT
YE.AR
1978
L979
r980
198r
L982
1983
1984
198 5
r986
1987

AVER.AGE 13.05 -1.50

7.50
L4.99
16.14
17.51
4.86
O.II
r3.75
18.13
13.58
23.9L

5.09
-0.15
T.L2
5.751
1.81
0.07

3.48
3.17
0.91
-0.26
0.27
-3.84

-L4.37 -4.69
-5.68 2.23
-rr.92 7.00
3.23

66.64
72.84
62.57
52.57
47.00
58 .47
50.40
52.18
46.16
45.08

55.4r0.92

4.2.4.3. Productivitv of Àssets

UnIike the above ratios the productivity of assets

measures the profitability in relation to the investment of

the firm. It is calculated by dividing the firm's income

before interest charges, taxes and final payments by the

totat assets invested by the firm. The resultant ratio is

expressed as a percentage return on invested capital.

It measures the ability of the firms management to invest

and manage assets in order to gain the highest possibte

return for the firm.

Table 10 plot.s the ten year trend of return on total

assets and reveals once again that the FFIttC is one of the

top performers among the four firms analyzed.
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Table I0
Productivity of Assets

(t return on invested capitat)
FFHC SALTPISH NAT. SE,A PRINCE RTTPERT

YEAR
L978
L979
1980
198r
L982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

14.90 2L.37
34.96 12.95
40.56 L4.69
37 .L9 5L.29
L4.70 12.93
9.13 5.81

L9.79
11.96
3.69
s.87
7.r2
0.61

21.38

7.78t

72.08
72.69
68.23
56.6r
60.60
75.4L
56.16
72.53
68.88
65.31,
66.85t

37.95 -2r.49 1.88
33.87 -14.30 -2.26
31.65 -L.79
78.37 12.2L

ÀVER.AGE 33.30t 9.36t

Because the productivity of assets measure reveals

the Corporationrs return on its operation, it is a more

reliable measure of the long term financial health of the

Corporation. The FFt¡lC's demonstrated ability to derive a

satisfactory return on invested capital, therefore, tends to

diminish the importance of earlier liquidity and leverage

measurements by indicating that the Corporation is producing

an adequate level of returns with which to meet its nandate

goals.

4.2.5 Sunrnary and Conclusions

ft is apparent that the Corporation's liquidity is
very low, so low that the firm could technically be

considered insolvent, as it regularly suffers a deficiency

in working capital to cover a portion of its current

liabilities. The significance and impact of this position

is dininished when the profitability and debt worthiness of

the Corporation are considered. Because the FFt¡tC has been
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performing adequately with respect to the repayment of
interest and principal on loans, which is the result of
generating adequate returns on invested capital, access to
debt financing through the Department of Finance has been

maintained.

Essentially, low liquidity and high reverage are the result
of management decisions with respect to mandate delivery.
The nature of the Corporation's mandate and its borrowing

arrangement have meant that liquidity and leverage are not

as important as they are for a private firm. Because the

Corporation is required, by mandate, to increase returns

to fishermen, this goat takes precedence over liquidity and

leverage measures which can only be altered by retaining
greater earnings. The analysis has indicated that there

may be efficiency benefits associated with the reduction

of the Corporation's dependance on debt financing by

reducing costs. However, the precise impact of such a poricy

on the financial performance and mandate delivery of the

Corporation has not been assessed in detail.
Activity measures indicate that the Corporation is

performing adequately with respect Èo both fixed and total
asset turnoverr gêD€râting a level of sales which nakes

efficient use of the Corporationrs assets. Inventory

turnover appears to be Low for the group of firms. A

possibre cause of large inventories and low turnovers may

be the result of a lack of coordination between the
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Corporation's management and the Fisheries managenent

officials in the provinces and territory that supply the

Corporation with fish. (The dimensions of this problem are

examined further ín section 4.3 Client Satisfaction).

However, because the firms as a group revealed fairly low

inventory turnover figures, this suggests that these results

may also be the product of seasonality or some other factor

which is specific to the fish processing industry.

Profitability measures reveal that the Corporation has

generated a satisfactory return on both its sales effort and

in relation to its invested capital. t¡leasures reveal that the

Corporation is second only to the Prince Rupert Fishermen's

Cooperative in terms of profitability and in comparison to

National Sea and the Canadian Saltfish Corporation has

generated a more consistent annual return on sales and its

invested capital.
In comparison to the representative firms used in the

analysis the FFIiC is, with respect to profitability and the

efficiency with which it manages and invests its resources,

an adequate and often top performer. For fishermen this has

meant, a generally rising level of final payments since 1983

and a record $I3.7 nillion in 1987.
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4.2 FçTLEITJLI{ENT OF ORIECTIVES ÀND PT'RFOSES

When the FFII{C was created in f969 by the passing of the

Freshwater Fish l¡farketing Act. 1985 R.S.C., c.F-13r the Act

explicitly stated the fundamentat objectives and purposes to

which the newly formed Corporation was to apply itself. The

core of these objectives are included in section 22lL) of
the Act and are as follows:

(a) marketing fish in an orderly manner;
(b) increasing returns to fishermen;
( c ) i::i:::î:n'i:;:lå:å3i::,Tî':;:""Í3å;."'u

trade in, fish.
In addition to these primary objectives, the Act grants the

Corporation the power to issue working capital loans to

fishermen on a seasonal basis (section 7(h)). prior to the

existence of the Corporation much of the working capital
credit available to fishermen vras extended through the fish
companies. Consequently, as the replacement for these

companies, the Corporation has been given the power to grant

credit in order to filt (as regards short term working

capital) the financing gap left by the removal of the

private fish companies.

The perspective from which this portion of the analysis

proceeds is that of assessing, through the use of various

empirical data, the.performance of the Corporation with

respect to its various purposes and objectives. Subsumed

within this approach and the various tests employed, is the

question: having determined what the Corporation has

achieved (from the data analyzed), what might the case be
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without the Corporation? Because the existence of the FFt'tC

necessarily rules out an alternate marketing arrangement to

which it may be compared, assessment of the absolute

rnagnitude of the Corporation's achievement becomes

difficult. This difficulty is exacerbated at tines by the

problem of separating genuine effects of the Corporation

from general market trends. ttfany of the tests use data from

other fisheries as a comparative base or are simply

formulated to assess the Corporation's achievement over

time. As a consequence, conclusions about the absolute

impact of the Corporation's efforts relative to an

alternative arrangement and market effects must' with

respect to tests involving final payments and l-anded price

trends, be made on the basis of informed opinion rather

than scientific fact.

Throughout the assessment of objectives and purposes'

regression analysis has been used to determine the strength

and validity of trends over time. The r-squared value which

is reported with each finding indicates the strength of the

Iinear relationship between the variables being measured.

Conclusions as to the Level of acceptable r-squared values

have been based on the conventions noted in Davis ' L97l-,

listed in table 11 below. Conclusions in this study are based

upon r-squared findings of .3, a moderate association, and

higher. Lower scores than this simply describe trends with to

wide a scatter in the data to determine any definite trend.
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Conventions

Association

Very Strong
Substantial
l¡foderate
Low
Negligible

Table 11

for Describing lieasures of Association

r-squared

.7 or higher

.5 to .69

.3 to .49

.10 to .29

.01 to .09

(Davis, I97Ll

In order to correct for the general effect of inflation

and facilitate comparisonr prices and values throughout the

analysis have been converted to real dollar equivalents

using the Industrial Products Price Index for Fish Products

(Statistics Canada, 1975-1987). This index was chosen,

rather than the Consumer Price Index (C.P.I.), because it

directly measures changes in the value of fish products

rather than a more diverse collection of goods as is the

case with the C.P.I..

4.3.I llarketing Fish in an Orderly nanner

The FFI{C can seII fish, either round, whole dressed,

headless dressed, filleted, fresh or frozen. Because

consumers have "a taste preference for fresh fish"
(Gislason, Macmillan and Craven, L982r, the fresh market

commands a higher price than do frozen fish markets. With

this fact in mind, the Corporation attempts to sell as much

fish as it can into the fresh market; the remainder is
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,frozen and inventoried and urtimately sord at lower prices"
(Corporate PIan, 1986).

rrMarketing fish in an orderly manner", refers to
coordination of suppry with fructuating market demand. This

definition impricitry incrudes the corporation's abirity to
both find and maintain markets and gain a premium price for
its product. Premium prices suggest selling a maximum

amount of fish in the fresh form and rninimizing inventory of
frozen producÈ. In the inescapable event of holding

inventories, inventory turnover becomes a key statistic in
judging the ability of the Corporation to minimize price and

quality reductions and the carrying cost of inventories

which increase with the time produce is hetd.

For the purpose of the analysis, ,,marketing fish in an

orderly manner" will be measured using three sets of data:

trend analysis of the rear dorlar varue of gross sales over

time as an indicator of the Corporation's ability to gain

premium prices; trend analysis of the rate of inventory

turnover compared over time Eo similar firms (from section

4.2.3)¡ and, the real dollar trend of final payments, by

species, paid to fishermen. As a payment made when a profit
is realized on a species poot, final payments can indicate
the extent to which the corporation has been successful in
matching supply with market denand and in obtaining the

highest possible price for each species of fish.
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4.3.1.1 Net Sales over Time

Figure 7 plots the annual purchased volume handled by

the Corporation, by najor species, for the period 1975-1987.

It is apparent from this graph that the volune handled by

the Corporation has remained relatively static over the

period, and among the species represented, with minor

fluctuations. Despite the static volume regression analysis

of annual net sales, figure I' suggests that real value has

risen over the trend (1975 data in figure seven are listed

as other because a breakdown by species was unavailable).

The r-squared value of .38 indicates a moderate assocíation

(Davis, L97L) between real yearly values. Although there is

scatter in the values a positive yet erratic improvement

has resulted.
glhite it is true that this trend in value may be due to

increasing real pricesr âs the result of increasing demand

for fish, it also suggested an ability on the part of the

Corporation to make timely and valuable deliveries to its

markets. Put more simply the rising real value of sales

reveals that the Corporation has been able to take advantage

of prevailing market conditions at the very Ieast. This

suggests orderly marketing; the delivery of the various

species at times and in quantities and forms which will

command high prices.

However, this measure says nothing about the IeveIs of

inventory needed to take advantage of market conditions or
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the cost associated with holding inventories. The magnitude

and impact of carrying inventories is the subject of the

following section.

4.3.L.2. Inventorv Turnover and Final Pavments

Section 4.2.3 (figure 3) of the financial analysis

revealed that the inventory turnover generated by the

Corporation wasr oo average, second only to the Canadian

Saltfish Corporation but as a trend over time was

consistently lower than accepted norms. This finding may

suggest one of two things. A slow inventory turnover may

suggest that the Corporation has failed to generate an

adequate level of sales in relation to the supply of fish.
Inadequate turnover may have the result of reducing the

payments available to fishermen. Conversely, the lower

inventory turnover may suggest a marketing strategy which

seeks to balance the cost impact of increased inventory

carrying with the timing of sales in order to generate top

returns on aII sales. The impact of the slow inventory

turnover on final payments to fishermen can suggest which of

the above explanations is the more plausible.

Àt the end of each year, profits realized on each

species pool are distributed to contributing fishermen as

final payments. If no profits are realized on a particular
poo1, that pool does not generate a final payment. Profits
are realized when the carrying costs of the pool are

mini¡nized and the Corporation is able to selI all fish at
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prices in excess of these costs.

Figure 9 plots the final payments, in real dollar terms

(deflated to 1975 dollars using the fndustrial price Index

see Appendix A), for all species pools combined. t{ith the

exception of poor returns in 1982 and 1983, when aII
fisheries experienced a market downturn, regression anarysis
performed on the data suggests that finar payments have been

growing. the calculated r-squared value (.3?09) suggests a

moderate association between the varues and while it is weak

due to the scatter in the data it is strong enough to
conclude that total final payments have grownr with Bome

setbacks, since ]-975 in real dollar terms.

A closer examination of final payments for individual
species, figures 10 - 14, reveals that while final payments

have been increasing on the whole, increases have not been

realized f,or all species. Those species which have

experienced positive increases include, cutter grade

whitefish (r-squared=.3531) (which is likely the result of
the pooling of the final payment of the whitefish pool since

1983)' walleye (r-squared=.3372), northern pike (r-
squared=.6207 ) and sturgeon (r-squared=.63721. The

remainder of the species presented, continental and export

whitefish, sauger, Iake trout, arctic char, mullet and carp,
produced wide fluctuations in the level of final payment

making determination of a positive or negative trend over

time impossible. That only four species experienced
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positive increases in final payments while overall final
payments increased can be explained by the fact that these

four make up 40t or greater of the Corporation's yearly

purchase volume (FE'lfC Fish Purchases Summary, 1976-88).

The individual species breakdown of the final payment

trend indicates that the rival explanations for the higher

than average inventory levels, suggested above, may both be

correct. Eighly variable final payments on species such as

whitefish (continental and export), lake trout, saugerr cârp

and mullet suggest an inability to generate a consistently
adequate leve1 of sales in relation to production and/or an

inability to control the timing and level of production to
meet market requirements. ReaI dollar improvements in the

case of walleye, northern pike and sturgeonr on the other

hand suggests consistent marketing improvement despite the

higher than average inventory figure. An important caveat

on these conclusions is that in each case general market

trends, such as rising or falling demand and/or price for a

particular species, are also affecting the Corporation's

returns regardless of their efforts.
The measures presented suggest that the Corporation has

succeeded in improving the real value of net sales by taking

advantage of prevailing market conditions over the thirteen
years presented. However, marketing inprovements are not

even across aII species as the trend of final payments by

species indicates. The data presented suggest that the
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marketing of certain species, such as whitefish, Lake trout,
sauger and the rough fish speciesr continue to generate

carrying costs which result in a wide variety of final
payments from year to year. It should be stressed that the

fluctuating final payments on the noted species rnay be the

result of an inability on the part of the Corporation to
find ready markets or due to production surges in these

species which are to a large extent out of the Corporation's

control (see Chapter 2, sec. 2.4.3 Agency Cooperation and

the Coordination of Supply).

4.3.2 Increasing Returns to Fishermen

fn the ltclvor Commission report it was suggested that
the fisheries in the western provinces and the Northwest

Territories were wasting a unique marketing advantâ9ê, with
the effect of reducing available returns to fishermen, by

sharing the job of marketing between many sellers (t¡lclvor,

1966). Consequently, the FFt¡tC was assigned the task of
increasing returns to fishermen through the concentration of
the narketing effort within its rnandate and.sole control.

Three measures describe the trend of payments to
fishermen over the life of the Corporation: landed prices,
which includes initial and final payment; the portion of
gross sales actually paid to fishermen; and, the weighted

average returns from fishing for the whole fishery and its
constituent regions. Data for each of these measures are

presented fron L975 and subsequent years are deflated to
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real L975 dollars (see Appendix A). Deflation in
presents the data on equal terms and facilitates
identification of real dollar trends.

4.3.2.I Landed Prices

this manner

the

The analysis of price trends for various species of
fish, in relaÈion to competing products and potential
substiÈutesr cêrt reveal the abitity of the Corporation to
gain improved prices with respect to prevailing narket

conditions. For example, if prices are rising for whitefish
and other products which may be substitutes, while the

Corporation's landed price is continually falIing, it may be

suggested that the Corporation is failing to take advantage

of the prevailing market environment. Conversely an

increasing landed value in relation to decreasing

comparative prices may suggest a superior ability on the

part of management to find and maintain markets and increase

fishermen's returns. Also, because the Corporation can act

as stabilizing force in the marketplace due to its volume

and ability to inventory production (Corporate plan, I9B8-

89) price trends can reveal how well this abitity has been

employed in order to secure an improved price for fishermen

in the Freshwater region.

It should be noted that the conclusions of this test
are linited by the infruence of market effects for which it
does not control. gthile improved or reduced prices to
fishermen (landed price) may in part be due to the
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Corporation's efforts, market effects such as increasing or

decreasing demand will play a fundamental role in

determining landed prices.

Comparative data for this purpose have been drawn from

the Great Lakes freshwater fishery as well as select

portions of the Atlantic saftwater fishery and the Pacific
saltwater fishery. The comparisons presented are either
direct species comparisons, such as FFI'iC walleye versus

Great Lakes wa1leye, or are based on similarly priced

products which may compete in similar markets or share a

particular type of consumptive use.

Comparison wiII, for the most part, be between

relative prices rather than the absolute nagnitude of

price between fisheries. Difficulties arise in the

comparison of price magnitudes because of different market

characteristics between fisheries, such as proxinity to

markets. Relative changes, increases and decreases in price

trends over time compared across fisheries, may be more

indicative of the Corporation's ability to improve returns

to fishermen.

Figures 15 and 16 compare the real price trend of FFl.tC

export whitefish in relation to both Great Lakes export

whitefish, Atlantic haddock (tanded in Nova Scotia) and a

range of Atlantic cod prices. Regression analysis on this
data demonstrates decreasing real prices for FFl,tC export

whitefish (r-squared=.82321, Great Lakes whitefish (r-
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sÇ[üâred= .6L231 | Newfoundland Cod (r-squared=.4073), and

Quebec cod (r-squared=.4536) with an indeterminate trend on

the Atlantic Eaddockr suggêsting that the falling price
trend is an overall market phenomenon. Eowever, the rapid
decline in the real varue of FPltc export whitefish may be

partry due to probrens of the timing and the amount of
supply mentioned in section 2.4.3.

Annuar species reports and corporate prans issued by

the corporation have indicated that whitefish supply has

been a major problem over the years. In each year the
corporation has been forced to carry large inventories with
the urtimate result of reducing the price available to
fishermen both through reducing the projected initiar price
because of suppry and finar payment because of the cost of
carrying inventoried product. rmprovements in the 1997/gg

price, whire they are mirrored by each of the comparative

speciesr suggesting a market upswing, may be indicative of
success with the whitefish suppry contror program initiated
for the 1987 season.

Prices for FFMC warreye have experienced an erratic
trend since L975 (figure rz). Regression anarysis produced a

Iow association between the plotted varues (r-squared=.232g,)

but the data suggest that before and after the rean market

year of L982/83 prices have followed a rear dolrar upward

trend. rt is significant to note that prices for this
species have mirrored prices in the Great Lakes fishery and
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since 1986 have been higher. The latter is a significant
development considering the proximity of Great Lakes.

producers to the major eastern markets in Detroit and New

York.

Figure 18 revears that rake trout has experienced no

discernable trend in price improvement (r-squared=.0565).

Prices for comparative species and Great lakes trout show a

rough mirror effect and a narrowing of the absolute

magnitude of price as prices for these species farl relative
to FFMC trout.

Northern pike has shown a marked improvement against
all comparative species incruding Great lakes pike (figure
19). while the price of Great lakes pike has farlen (r-
squared=.324L) and Atlantic mackerer has remained reratively
stable' FFtjtc pike has improved, in real dorlar terms, by

over $.20 per kg for the 13 year period (r-squared=.7sr4).

Figures 20 and 2r exhibit prices for FFt¡tc rough fish
speciesr cârp and murlet, which have slowry improved over

the thirteen year trend in real dollar terms (r-
squared=.3490 and r-squared=.3316 respectivery). Eowever,

the steady, but slow, ríse in real price has been exceeded,

since 1984, by increases for both Attantic porrock and Great

Lakes carp and mullet.

Figure 22 compares FFMC arctic char to Atlantic ocean

salmon. wide fructuations in the price for each of these

species from year to year has failed to produce any
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identifiabre trend in real price (r-squared=.0133, .000g,

.0200).

Figure 23 plots the trend of rear prices for F.rüc and

Great Lakes sauger. !¡tuch as in the case of arctic char wide
annuar fructuations in the price of this species, from both
producing areas, make the identification of a trend
impossible.

FFUC eturgeon, figure 24, has shown real price
improvement (r-squared=.4900) over the trend which has been

in excess of prices received in the Great Lakes fishery
since 1983.

rmprovements in the real price of some species whire
not in others suggests that returns to some fishermen have

been improving while those to others have not. As whitefish
is a large portion of the FFMC purchase volume,

approximately 35t annua1ly, decreasing real prices over the
trend is rikely to have had the effect of reducing returns
to those who fish primarily whitefish. For species guch as

lake trout, arctic char and sauger, the wide fructuation in
real prices has likeIy had the effect of producing no

improvement in the level of returns to fishermen of these
species. Together these species indicate that a significant
group of fishermen have not experienced rear dorrar randed
price improvements.

Those species erperiencing rear increases in price over
the trend, northern pike, .sturgeon, cârpr mullet and to a
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lesser extent walleyer together make up between 45t and 50t
of the annual purchase vorume over the thirteen years

examined. while it is difficult to determine how much of
the price improvement is due to the corporation,s efforts,
increasing prices for a greater than 5og volume suggest that
a majority of fishernen are likely to have experienced some

increase in overall returns. The fact remainsr ênd the
corporation appears cognizant of it, that a number of
fishermen who are primariry whitefish producers have

suffered dectining prices. Early resurts of the whitefish
control program, which seeks to contror the timing and

supply of this specie, are encouraging and clearly indicate
that the corporation is attempting a strategy to inrprove the
price of whitefish. Between 19g6 and 1997, the firet year of
the program, the finar payment on the whitefish pool jumped

from 7 cents/kg to 44 cents/kg (FFÌ{C,I9gg).

4-3-2-2- Totar portion of sares paid to fishernen
The corporation's impact on increasing landed prices to

fishermen, relative to market effects, is revealed by the
rear dollar increase in the total portion of sales dolrar
paid to fishermen. Figure 25 plots the rear value (defrated
to 1975 dollars, Industrial price Index, see Appendix A) of
net sales over the period 1975-1992 split into its cost and

paynenL component. This is carried out by adding initial
and finar payrnents made to fishermen. This figure is then
divided by gross sales plus year end inventory minus
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inventory at the start of the year. The resurt is the
percentage availabre to fishermen as opposed to that
absorbed as cost.

comparison of the average percentage of the sares

dolrar available to fishermen annualry, in figure twenty 2s,
for the years t9Z5-80 to 19g1-g7 exhibits a 3.40t t ot just
over a three cent per sales dollar, increase between these
periods. Regression anarysis of the lever of paynent made

to fishermen, figure 26, supports this conclusion indicating
that the rear value of payments to fishermen, except in the
case of the lean market year of 1993, has been increasing
( r-squared= . 3373 ) .

Figure 27 plots the trend for the cost of sales over
the period. This figure indicates that the corporation has

proven able to naintain and, in select years reduce, the
cost of sares. As the overarr value of sares has risen over
the period the corporation has kept costs down to minimum

average of about forty cents of every sares dollar.
4.3.2.3. Ifeiqhted averaqe returns from fishinq
Disparities in the amount of effort and the resurtant

range in returns from fishing makes the absolute magnitude

of average returns for the fishery an inconerusive
statistic. rt is a characteristic of the fishery that the
majority of fishermen work less than l0 weeks and earn

$1000 to 98000 dorlars per season yet there are those who

consistentry derive returns in excess of 950000 dollars each
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season. rn order to be able to use this set of data as an

indicator of the trend in returns to fishermen the weighted
average return from fishing has been used

statistics on returns to fishermen are organized into
categories by 91000 dolrar increments. tthe first group is,
therefore, the g0-1000 group and the next is 1001-2000 and

so on. Returns from each group are weighted by the number

of fishermen who belong in that particular group. The

results are then deflated using the industrial price index
(see Appendix A) so that real dollar trends may be

identified. rn using these data to determine the direction
of returns to fishermen it is not the magnitude of the
figure which is important buL the trend in that figure over
time.

Figure 28 plots the weighted average returns of
f ishermen for the entire FPt¡tc region for the years LgTs-g7.
Regression analysis on this data reveals that, in real
dollarsr Do definite trend can be identified over the
thirteen year period (r-squared=.06g3). Figures 29 and 30

represent weighted average returns for the five regions
under the FF|¡!C's mandate (AIberta, Irtanitoba, Saskatchevran,

Northwest rerritories and Northwestern ontario). Regression

analysis of the real dollar trend over time reveals that in
each caser €xc€pt the Northwest rerritories (figure 30), no

definite trend in the data can be determined. rn the case

of the Northwest rerritories regression analysis produced a
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substantial positive association between annuar values ( r-
squared=.5418) indicating a rear doIlar improvement in
returns for the aggregate of the region,s fishery.

A similar examination of the last six years, rggz-Lgg7,

revears that while weighted average returns may not have

been improving over the thirteen year period they have, in
armost every case, improved in this times span. Regression

analysis carried out on the data for the regions as a whore

shows a very strong rerationship between annual varues ( r-
squared=.7047 ) supporting the concrusion that positive
returns have occurred over this tine period (Table twelve).

Table L2

Weighted average returns from fishing Lggz-l-gg7
(in real I975 dollars)

Region

All Alta. Sask. I{an. NWf NW Ont.

L982 ç2600.72 L254.68 1680.15 2899.49 7670.94 L8g7.t7

r983 $3464.17 1513.05 2905.53 3698.04 8273.19 37 44.86

1984 $3953.68 2404.06 3304.68 4153.82 ]-2056.37 2635.47

1985 $3500.67 2622.82 2655.47 3779.60 9407.73 1946.66

1986 $4111.24 208L.29 2872.99 4774.82 9926.36 1795.83

L987 ç4L28.26 2470.r5 3218.18 4574.r8 1.1009.30 L357.54

12 .7047 .5894 .401I .7825 .3106 1.3377,

By region Table twelve reveals

Northwest Territories showed a

that each province and the

substantial or moderate
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association between annual values, again, suggesting that
the last six years have witnessed improvement in weighted

average returns. The loan exception is Northwestern ontario
which has shown a moderate association between annual values
for the period in the opposite direction, indicating a
decrease in the weighted average returns (see section 4.4.a
for a discussion of this finding).

rt is irnportant to stress that the rear fishing return
figures in table twelve represent a weighted real average

for a fishery which is widely disparate in terms of the
amount of fishing each fisherrnan undertakes in any year.

The important figure in the analysis is, therefore, the
direction and nagnitude of the trend in this data over time.
Tabre twelve indicates that the rast six years have produced

improvements in the weighted average returns for the greater
majority of the fishery. Except in the case of Northwestern

ontario all the regions have experienced an improvement

which averages 91400 real dollars over the six years

represented. considering that this is an average figure it
is to be expected that fishermen who expended greater than
the average amount of fishing effort experienced

proportionate increases in their returns.
Taken together each of the measures presented in this

section indicate that there has been an inprovement in the
returns to the najority of fishermen within the

corporation's mandated region. The comparison of randed
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price6 suggested that species which comprise the najority of
the purchase volume experienced rear dorlar increases in the
price paid to fishermen over the thirteen year trend
examined. However, the data also suggest that a eignificant
portion of the corporation's purchased vorume, íncl,uding

whitefish, trout, sauger and arctic char, experienced

declining or static price trends. rt is likeIy that the
resurts of these species have had the effect of either not
improving or decreasing the returns of a significant portion
of fishermen.

The extent to which the corporation is responsibre for
the improvements in landed prices or the lack thereof, is
not specifically determined by the landed prices test.
However, to the corporation's credit, it can be said that
few products market themserves and, considering positive
market trends for species such as northern pike, sturgeon

and to a lesser extent warreye and the rough fish species,
the corporation has at reast proven able to take advantage

of the situation and profit by it. Ulith respect to
declining returns on whitefish, comparative decrining trends
in the Great Lakes suggest that farling prices are a market

trend possibly due to decrining demand for this species.

support for this suggestion comes from the existence of the
whitefish contror program which seeks to reduce the supply

of whitefishr âppar€ntly because demand has fallen, in an

effort to inprove price. static or indeterminate results on
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the remaining species examined, char, sauger and trout, nere

similar to those experienced in the comparative fieheries.
These resurts suggest that fluctuating or constant demand

for these species may be a significant contributor in static
and fluctuating real prices.

The rear varue of the portion of each sares dorlar paid

to fishermen has increased over the period and has averaged

nearly $.60 cents of every sares dolIar. This hae been

achievedr êt least in part, by maintaining the level of eost

required to process and market annual fish volumes.

Finally, while the thirteen year trend revealed no definite
trend in weighted average returns from fishing, the last six
years, L982-87, have produced significant real dollar
improvements in weighted average returns from fishing for
all regions but Northwestern Ontario.

4 - 3.3 Srgnoting _ 
rnle5national t'tarkets fgr and increasinginterprovincial and expo

This objective contains two separate components. The

first pertains to the deveropment and increase in trade
volume of international markets for fish and refers
specificatry to the deveropnent of markets other than the

traditionar united states market. t{crvor ( J-966 ) noted in
his analysis of the .fishery that BOt of fishermen,s produce

ended up in us markets, indicating that this market was

already well developed. The second component recognizes

that little deveropnent of domestic markets for freshwater

fish had taken place prior to the fornation of the

LI6



Corporation. This objective therefore assigns the

Corporation the duty of developing and increasing
interprovincial trade in an effort to inprove and expand

domestic markets.

4.3.3.I. Promoting international narkets

since it began processing and selring fish the FFltc has

been keeping sares records of the market destination of arl
sales broken down into three major areas: Canada;

Europe/Asia andr the USA. Figure 3I plots these data as a
trend for the years rgTs - 1987. rt is apparent from this
figure that deriveries to us markets have been reduced by

L9t from 79* of. the total to 60t over the period whire
European/Asian markets have been increased by 14t from 9t to
about 233 ot. the total narketed volume (FFt{c sares Analysis,
r975-87).

Relatively static annuar purchased volumes over the
period, averaging at about 2r rnillion kirograms (see figure
7 section 4.3.2.r), indicate that arterations in market

destination have been achieved by shifting product from one

market to another rather than net additions to vorumes sord.
Figure 31 suggests that improvements in European,/asian

markets have been managed by reducing vorume to us markets.

Part of the reduction in product weight to the us markets

over the trend is due to greater emphasis being praced on

processed fish products rather than fish in round or
headless forms. However this changer which amounts to a
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maximum growth of about 4t of the total físh bound for us

markets between 1975 and 1985, is not significant enough to
account for the overall reduction in us product weight (19t

over the thirteen year trend, FFIrtc sares Analysis t LgTs-ï71.
Consequently the Corporation has not increased international
trade in fish but has succeeded in diversifying
international markets.

Considering that quotas for the entire fishery
annually total between 21 and 25 million kilograms,
(personal communication, Alex Drobot, Field Operations,

FFMC' 1989), which equars the amount the corporation has

consistenÈly purchased (see figure 71, increasing trade may

be out of the hands of the FFMC. rncreases in the volume of
fish would appear to be a matter for increased quotas but as

quotas are generally estabrished upon biorogicar data to
produce sustainable yield, such increases are unlikely.

4.3. 3.2. Domestic l{arkets

Figure 31 shows that domestic markets have remained

relatively undeveloped. Over the trend, with minor

fluctuations, this market has rarely surpassed a I6t
proportion of the corporation's totat market. rn addition,
as volumes handred by the corporation have not expanded over
the period' domestic sales have not experienced a net
increase in markeLed volume.

The data presented suggest that the FFtfc has succeeded

in pronoting new international markets. However, this
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promotion has been undertaken not by increasing the total
vorume of sales but through the spreading of a static volume

over more numerous destinations. consequently devel0pment

of, international markets has not meant an increase in
international trade. proportionately and in terms of net
volume domestic markets have arso remained static. As was

mentioned above this may be due, in large part, to existing
quotas and not necessarily to any failure on the part of the
FFMC to increase its marketed volume.

The inportance of the findings with respect to domestic
markets are reduced further when it is considered that
comprete success in all aspects of this third objective have

the potentiar to contradict the objective of increasing
returns to fishermen. Essentially, the market breakdown

disprayed in figure 3l is the product of the corporation's
effort to obtain the best price it can for freshwater fish
regardless of destination. Better returns have

traditionally been avairable in us and European markets
(FFMC, 1989) and the corporation has pursued these markets

in deference to the goat of increasing returns to fishermen
rather than develop domestic markets.

4.3.4 Provisio¡_pfl¡gdit Assistance to Fishermen

In keeping with the duties prescribed in the

Corporation's empowering legistation, a credit poticy exists
which provides for short term working capital loans to
fishermen. The present policy, approved by the Board of
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Directors in 1977, is an eight item document which defines
the application, Iinitations, rates and periods over. which

credit will be issued to fishermen. The corporation was

unable to provide data on the volume or the nurnbers of
fishermen who applied for credit assistance. As a resurt,
data for this section comes from personal interviews erith
fishermen's representatives based on a series of questions

about the present credit policy.
Maximum credit alrowable to fishermen under the

corporation's credit poricy is not to exceed zOt of the
average value of the applicant's production in the rast
three years for the same season (open water and winter are

considered two separate seasons). Approval is subject to a

review of the fishermen's entire debt road from arl sources.
FFMC area managers are responsible for approving and

collecting on all loans and must seek approval from the
Field operations llanager if a roan is to exceed $5000.

Approval from the Field operations lr{anager is arso required
in order to issue advances on final pa¡rments. Þlajor

financing for equipment is handled either through private
institutions or provinciar/Federal credit schemes such as

the l¡tanitoba Agricultural Credit Corporation.

Accounts must be repaid wiÈhin the issuing season at a

minimum of 30t of the f ishermen'.s weekly gross f ish
receipts. rnterest is charged on the account from the date

of issuing credit at the corporation's cost of working
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capitar plus 22. credit is generally not extended unless

there is assurance that it wirl be repaid within the season.

rnterviews were carried out with the representatives of
the najor fishing associations and the FFMC,s Advisory
committee in which participants were asked a series of
questions about the credit poricy (complete text of the
questions may be found in Appendix B: rnterview schedules).
The najor question asked of interviewees was, "what are the
opinions of fishermen in your regíon/association of the
FFMC's policy on operating credit?,'

of the fifteen representatives interviewed nine
commented on the poricy and stated that it was a good credit
policy. They noted that it offered important start up

credit which may not otherwise be available in more remote

regions and that it was convenient to work through the FFtltc.

severar of the representatives added that credit was not
difficurt to obtain so rong as a fishermen had a good

history of repaying and was a reasonabry good fishermen.
According to their representatives, fishermen on the whole

accept the restrictions on credit, and the charges,

understanding that carrying greater credit loads and high
risk borrowers courd have an inpact on their finar payment.

Each representative noted that fishermen in their area

were satisfied with the corporation's credit policy.
Charges on credit, the 1evel and the terms of repayment

appeared to have caused no concern to fishermen. rn fact,
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many representatives urged tighter restrictions and

continued vigilance on the part of the corporation to ensure

that credit levels do not become a burden to fishermen as a

who1e.

4.3.5 Sumarv and Conclusions

Real dollar increases in the varue of annual saLes over

the trend examined suggest an ability on the part of the

corporation to make valuable and tinery deriveries to its
markets. rncreases to the finar payment on some species but

not all suggests that this improvement, white it uray impact

on the majority of fishermen, has not been consistent.
Taken together these two measures suggest success in orderly
marketing for some species, enough to raise the annuar value

of sares, while significant probrems remain with respect to
others, especially whitefish and to a lesser extent lake

trout, arctic char and sauger.

The trend of landed prices revealed increases on those

species which make up between 45t and 50t of the landed

volume handled by the Corporation. As with the trend in
final payments however, improvement has not been

consistent. Whitefish has experienced a downward price
trend while lake trout, sauger and arctic char have

experienced no discernable real dollar increase.

Because the greater portion of the landed volume has

experienced rear dollar increases the corporation has been

able to improve the portion of sares paid to fishermen. The
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real value of payments, as

grown by 3.4t as the value

period 7-975-87. This has

maintenance, and reduction

sales.

opposed to cost of saIes, has

of sales has increased for the

been achieved through the

in select years, oE the cost of

Improvements in the portion of sales paid to fishermen

were not discernable in the weighted average returns from

fishing over the period 1975-1987. Eowever, an analysis of
the last six years shows improvements in each of the

provinces and the Territory with the exception of NÍ{

Ontario. For bhe majority of fishermen these results
suggest an improvement in annual returns but it should be

noted that declining or erratic returns on whitefish, char,

sauger and trout may have had the result of reducing or

producing no gain to a significant minority of fishermen.

Results suggest that the Corporation has not been

successful in significantry increasing the vorume of export

trade in fish and fish products. They have succeeded in
diversifying export markets by shifting marketed vorume to
European and Asian markets, aeray from U.S.A markets. That no

overall additions to export vorume have resurted may be due

to annual quotas for the fishery as a whole, rather than an

inability on the part of the Corporation to market fish.
Annual quotas, which total between 21 and 25 rnillion
kilograms of fish, closely match the corporation's purchased

vorume indicating that they are handling as much fish as is
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being offered.

Domestic markets, which have traditionally brought

rower prices and continue to do so, have remained static at
about t6t of the corporationrs marketed volume. rn order to
achieve the goals of orderly marketing and increasing
returns to fishermen the corporation has pursued those

markets which are most likely to generate top returns to
fishermen. As a result, emphasis has been placed upon

international markets at the expense of interprovinciar
trade which continues to generate prices lower than those

available in export narkets.

rn terms of credit assistance avairable to fishermen

the Corporation has provided a set policy and has the

mechanism is place to carry out the task of issuing working

capital roans. rt is apparent from the interviews conducted

that the poricy is satisfactory and meets the needs of the

fishermen who use it.
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4.4 Client Satisfaction
The purpose of this section is to provide a sense of

the opinions and evaruations of the corporation,s clients as

to the delivery of the mandate and a number of specific
issues discussed in chapter 2, Review of Related Literature.
As such' this section provides an important complement to the
data arready examinedr pr€sêDting an independent set of
evaluations of the corporation's overarl impact on the

Freshwater fishery.
Primary clients of the corporation incrude two distinct

groups: the fishermen; and, the provincial officials in
charge of commerciar fishing in each of the provinces and the
Northwest rerritories. The intervie$r process was carried out
by selecting the major fishermen,s representatives, officials
of fishermen's associations, FFMC Advisory Committee

members, and each of the commercial fisheries officials.
Each was interviewed in person when possible ( three interviews
were carried out by telephone) and asked the same set of open

ended questions from a prepared interview schedure. Three

schedules $rere created for the two crient groups because of
stight differences in the topics discussed: one was created

for Government officials; one for Advisory Corunittee

members; and, one for the representatives of fishermen,s

associations (see Appendix B: rnterview schedules). A total
of twenty intervie$rs were completed, fifteen with
f ishermen's representatives (seven in lrtanitoba, three in
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Saskatches¡an, three in Alberta, and one each in NW Ontario
and the Northwest rerritories) and five with fisheries
officials.

In the case of the fishermen client group,

representatives e¡ere chosen because it was felt that they

courd provide the greatest detail about corporation impacts

and that they courd anstùer for their particurar group or

constituency. During Lhe interviews they were asked to
respond with reference to the general opinion of the

fishermen they represented. rn order to ensure that each

participant could adequately reflect the majority opinion on

the various issues, a series of questions were included in
the interview to act as a testing device. The questions

appear in the schedules under the heading "Group data and

Representative characteristics" (Appendix B: rnterview

Schedules ) .

The representatives of fishermen's associations were

asked whether they were elected by their members and how

their organizations provided for the expression of opinions,
complaints and the desires of fishermen. rn each case

representatives responded that they had been erected by

their members and that a system of bi-annual (or at times a

greater number ) meetings with provisions for emergency

meetings existed in which fishermen expressed their concerns

to their elected representatives. rnformal contacts with
fishermen, by telephone or in-person, were common and many
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issues were discussed in this fashion. These results support

the abirity of representatives to respond to the questions

with the opinions and evaluations of the fishermen they

represent indicating that representatives in generar are in
close communication with fishermen at large.

Advisory committee members srere asked by what means

they corrected input on issues rerating to the corporation
from the fishermen in their region. rn aIr but two of the

cases, each held or attended area fishermen's meetings in
order to gather information to take to the meetings of the

FFltc Advisory committee. The two exceptions relied on

informal contact, in person or by terephone and noted that
contact was high because they fished together or an effort
was made to get out to speak to fishermen, As with
association representatives, the resurts on this set of
questions indicate that Advisory committee members were abte

to respond to questions with a knowledge of the majority
opinion of the fishermen in their constituency.

The form which the interview schedules follow wilI
define the format of the discussion of the resurts except

that 'rprovisions for working capitar" has been discussed in
the previous section. The discussion wirr begin with the

Provincial Fisheries Departmentr/F'FtriC relationship and

proceed from there through the remaining questions, which

are conmon to the three schedules, finishing with the

guestion of the future operation and structure of the
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Corporation.

4.4.L
Relationship

,nr"" ,*ror questions were asked under this heading in
an effort to determine the nature, character and some of the

problems that exist between the FFMC and the provinciar/
territoriar fisheries departments. The first question of
the three was, I'rdentify and describe the erements of the

relationship between your department and the FFIíC?" The

purpose of this question was to get the interview
participant thinking about the relationship and to exprain

both the formal and the informal channers of communication

that exist between the two entities.
Each of the five participants, Irtanitoba, Saskatchewan,

Alberta, Northwestern ontario and the Northwest rerritories,
indicated that, along with the formal channels of
communication' significant informal channels existed between

themserves and the FFIrtc in order to dear with the day to day

issues that arise invorving the corporation. rn each case

the quality of the communication was described as:

"sufficient...there has never been anything we haven,t been

able to resolve to our mutual satisfaction,r(Tom t¡til1,
Alberta); r'...(the) channeLs of communication are pretty
good from the Yellowknife end,' (Richard Zieba, NWT); *f

think the channers of communication have been functioning
fairly well...but there is always room for improvement.',

(Lorimer Thompson, Itlanitoba); ". . .they (FFMC) have done a
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good job of looking after us (the fishery in general),

whenever they are around here they certainry drop in to see

us and so I think it's (communication) pretty good.il (John

l.facDonard, NW ontario); rrr certainly think that our concerns

are very werl addressed by the FFttc because of the fact that
that mechanism (informal channels of communication) is in
place. r' (Bruce Smithr Saskatchewan) .

The second question addressed the contentious issue of
cooperation between the FFl.tC and the various departments

over the coordination of supply (background on this question

see section 2.4.3 of Chapter 2'). The question $¡as as

foIlows, "Does the FFII{C consult with your department in an

effort to coordinate the timing of fish harvests with market

demand?"

In each case the participants noted that there was

active consultation on this issue. The FFMC's role was

identified as operating on two levels, consultative and

through the setting of prices. Except in the case of NW

ontario direct contact has been maintained concerning the

timing of fish harvests through pre-season meetings to
discuss the markets for the upcorning season. In both

l{anitoba and Alberta, which were noted as having had

problems in this area (Chapter 2, section Z.4.3lt officials
indicated that they had made an effort to accommodate narket

demand through the provision of, ,,...mechanisms and the

regulatory framework to allow fishermen to move production.,l
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(Lorimer Thompson, tttanitoba) in response to FFMC prices.
Tom l.liIl of Alberta noted that, ,'vre have reduced gearr wê

have reduced the length of the fishery and created special
fisheries in which fishermen have to go in at eight in the

morning and be out by 4 in the afternoon...in an effort to
reduce production gruts." rn addition officials from these

two provinces noted that the controversy has been ressened

over the years by effective consultation. Although the

problems are not entirely solved, especialty in the case of
Alberta, rationalization programs are under development to
reduce the number fishermen and the rapid bursts of
production (Tom l{i11, Alberta).

The third and final question of this section was,

"Identify the problems that exist between your department

and the FFttC?" This question produced a variety of
responses from officials in each of the regions. In
I'tanitoba, Lorimer Thompson noted that occasionarry poricies
that benefit the freshwater fishery as a whole, such as the

whitefish contror program, rnay be detrimentar to whitefish
fishermen in that province. rn saskatchewan Bruce smith

stated that he felt the Corporation was ,,running lean in
terms of staff[ and that this was having an impact on his
department's abitity to obtain needed information in
writing. Ton Hilr of Alberta said that the probrem of the

tining of suppry and the fact that portions of the Alberta
fishery produce "gluts" of fish has caused and continues to
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cause some tension. rn Northwestern ontario, John ÈtacDonard

said that the onry probrem he has encountered was with the

issuing of finat payments. Nor,, that final payments are

issued earlier, he feels the problem is solved. In the

Northwest rerritories, distance from the corporation's head

office and a lack of communication concerning the detairs of
fish marketing were najor problems for officiats (Richard

Zieba, NWT).

rn general' the rerationship between the corporation

and the fisheries departments in each of the provinces was

said to be satisfactory. where problems do exist it was

generalry noted that consultation has been ongoing and that
these problems are not insurmountable.

4.4 .2 llarketing

Three major questions were put to the interview
participants covering the principal issues related to
narketing which $rere idenbified in chapter z on this study:
marketing in generar; the development of domestic markets;

and, the probrem of underutirized species (for the full text
of questions and the wording in each of the three separate

schedules see Appendix B: Interview Schedules).

The first question of this section sought a general

response to the marketing efforts of the Corporation;

"9that are the opinions of fishermen in your associat ion/
region of the FFMC's ability to market fish?,,

In each case except those interviewed in Alberta
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fishermen thought that generarly the corporation was doing a
good job of marketing their particurar fish. Just under

harf of the fishermen who responded in this fashion (five)
noted that significant improvements have taken prace over

the last five or six years in the way the Corporation

markets fish. Recurring comments among interview
participants included the corporation's stabilization of
prices, that the Corporation represents a valuable sales
outLet which, more often than notr can take the fish offered
and that the corporation represents a rationalization of the
fishing industry, in terms of technorogical investment,
(p1ant machinery) which has benefited fishermen.

rn Arberta, the fishermen interviewed indicated that
the corporation was not doing enough to create new markets

and expand sales. The feering that emerged from each of the

three interviews undertaken in the province was that the

FFtlc has been complacent with respect to markets, relying on

traditionar channers rather than creating new ones and

expanding the volume of sales. Fishermen based this
evaluation on production cutbacks received in this season

and in the summer season of l9BB. This opinion was shared,

to a lesser extent, by one participant from tt{anitoba. He

noted that there was room for improvement in the development

and expansion of markets. whire it wourd seem that these

evaluations of the corporation's market developnent are

supported by the findings of the previous section of this
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study it should also be noted that annual quotas for the
fishery as a whole are limiting factors on fish volume which

are out of the hands of the Corporation.

Other general comments included: a belief that the
corporation is operating at maximum capacity and is unabre

to respond effectively to even the slightest increase in
processed volume; that in the case of the Northwest

Territories, Great Slave Lake whitefish are subsidÍzíng the

whitefish pool; andr that fish moves too slowIy through the

delivery mechanism ( it was claimed that from some parts of
Arberta it may take a week to get to market) to command a

premium price.

Government officiars noted that it was difficult for
them to evaruate the marketing effort of the FFttc. Eowever,

each noted that they berieved the corporation was doing a
satisfactory job judging by their estimate that the ruajority
of fishernen seemed to be making a profit on their fishing
operations. One problem noted by Lorimer Thompson of
l,fanitoba was that the marketing strategy is not readiry
avairabre to officials and that at times this causes

problems because management regines can not be made as

frexibre as a market.ing strategy. He noted that greater

discussion of marketing strategy might mitigate confricts
and alrow for better management design. Bruce smith of
saskatchewan expressed concern over the rack of new prodqct

development. As a caveat to that comment, he noted that
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there is a significant risk in the development of such

products and given the constraints placed on the FFttc,

realized why they night avoid such investment.

Question 2 asked participants, ,,9{hat are the opinions
of fishermen in your associat Lon / region with respect to
the FFIrlc's marketing of rough fish such as carp and nulret?

Without exception fishermen felt the FFIIC had

difficulty in the marketing of these species. They

differed, however, on the reason for the noted difficurty.
The majority (ten of fifteen) stated that where markets

existed, prices were too low to produce efficiently and that
competition from ocean fisheries was too great. The

majority arso noted that they thought the FFMC had done a

fairly good job attempting to sell this type of fish but

that markets, willing to pay a price that would return
adequate profit, vrere few and far between. The minority
(four of fifteen) on the other hand fert that the FFtrtc

simpry negrected this type of fish because it required
development of new markets which the corporation was not
prepared to undertake. This position, fishermen suggested,

existed either because the corporation courd not handle the

volume or simply because concentration on the premium

species (waIleye, northern pike and whitefish) was an

overriding priority.

The records for annuar fish purchases do not support

the clain that the FFt¡tc has neglected the marketing of rough
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fish. Annually rnullet and carp make up, on average, L2.5*

or about 2.5 nillion kgs. of the total purchased by the

Corporation. The prirnary problems with these species, vrhich

have been noted in this study and in several separate

studies (Report of the Federal/provincial/Territorial
comnittee of officials, 1980, Marshar, 1986 and the Advisory

committee's sub-committee report on the sares of under-

utilized species - Advisory comrnittee Newsretter, 19g9) are

that they command a very low price and possess

characteristics with respect to bones and flesh which make

them very difficult to market. The difficulty is
exacerbated by competition from ocean fisheries, in which

species such as pollock are harvested in rarge vorume and

sell for as liÈtIe as 9.06/kg., wel1 betow the g.flrZkg.

price for mullet and carp.

Each of the fisheries department officials interviewed
indicated that they thought the corporation had approached

the probrem of rough fish in a rational manner. Each noted

that to place a great amount of money and tine on a Iow

value product made little economic sense and courd be

detrimentar to the fishery as a whoIe. Lorimer Thompson, of
Itlanitoba added that while the corporation's approach was

rational, given the constraints they face (maxirnizing

returns to the majority of fishermen), potential exists for
the development of greater sales of these species outside
the corporation. Thompson noted that the corporation has
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become more free with the speciar dearers license and

encouraged greater use of this mechanism (which arrows

private dealers to buy and sell a particurar specie given

certain restrictions see section 2.3.2 p.30) to allow the

development of what he termed smaller volume markets

neglected by the Corporation.

The third and finar question on marketing addressed the
issue of the developrnent of domestic markets: ,,what are the

opinions of fishermen in your association/region concerning

the FFt'tC's development of loca1 (Canadian) markets?

The majority (twerve of fifteen) response from fishermen

on this issue was that the FFtfc does little or nothing to
develop domestic markets beyond servicing the network of
brokers already in existence. rn lt{anitoba and Nt{ ontario
fishermen added that this benefits fishermen because greater
prices are availabre in export narkets. rn saskatchewan,

Alberta and NWT fishermen stated that the further
development of these markets shourd be left for those

fishermen who wísh to sell their fish locally.
Response from goverrrment officiars on this question

mirrored that of the fishermen. They furry understood the
FF¡{c focus on the more lucrative export market in an effort
to gain the greatest return for fishermen and accepted the
pricing of Iocally marketed fish on par with export prices
to avoid resale into export markets. saskatchewan and

Arberta officials noted that they addressed fishermen,s
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concerns in this area by pressing for changes to the rules
governing producers sale of fish on the intra-provincial
market. fn 1984 each of these provinces instituted an

experimental project which alrowed a wider latitude over the

sale of fish within their province (expansion from final
consumer sale to include sales to restaurantsr chain stores
and food service organizations: see section 2.3.! p.2g).
4.tt.3 Pricing

One principle question was asked of interview
participants concerning the FFl,tc's pricing mechanism. This
question was followed, where necessary to focus the

response, by two questions which broke the initial, more

generar question into issues concerning the initiar price
mechanism and the final payment mechanism. The najor
question asked was, "What are fishermen,s opinions

concerning the FFII{C's price system, which includes a

guaranteed initial price and a surprus or final payment paid

on species pools?" The sub-questions used to focus the

discussion included, a. what are fisherrnen,s opinions of the

way the FFIIIC sets initial prices for the various fish
species?, and b. what are fishermen,s opinions of the way in
which final payments are deternined?

A recurring theme which arose out of the discussions on

the FFl,fC's pricing system was that it is far superior to
anything that fisher¡nen had prior to the Corporation.

Irlithout exception, fishermen stated that the initiar price
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provides a benchmark from which to pran production and new

investment for the year. However, Alberta fishermen

complained that at times the benefit of posting an initial
price is destroyed when the corporation alters prices in an

effort to reduce production levels in the middle of a

season. Another complaint about the system is that the

originar concept of setting initial price at gOt has not

hetd true for all species. rt was noted by three of the

fishermen interviewed, that initiat price on some species

are set at 50t of the forecasted market price and that this
row initial price has the effect holding back a significant
portion of producer's earnings untir the final pa¡nnent is
issued. This they state has the effect of reducing benefits
to fishermen by keeping then from investing the money in
fishing or other financiar ventures. An additional four of
the l¡fanitoba representatives interviewed appeared to concur

with this assessment suggesting that initial payments should

be higher at least to the 80t leve1.

With respect to final payments, fishermen expressed

satisfaction with the nechanism but four significant issues

arose from discussions. To begin with, six of the

representatives interviewed fert that fishermen did not know

how final paynents were determined at aII. Ten of the

fifteen representatives interviewed noted that final
payments srere being issued very late in the year, in
December, and that this was having an adverse impact on
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fishermen. Recent changes to the timing of final payments,

which are novr issued in November, has significantly improved

this situation. seven of the fifteen representatives noted

that the size of the finar payment was too rarge in reration
to the initial payment. They berieved that the FFt¡tc is not

setting initial prices high enough and, with the tine lag in
the issue of the final payment, are losing money by not

getting the payment up front. FinaIIy, complaints were

voiced from representatives in ltanitoba, NWT and

saskatchewan (three of the fifteen representatives) that the
pooling of the finar payment for whitefish (art grades are

paid the same final payment, see section 2.4.2) created a

situation in which high quarity export fish from these areas

vras subsidizing rower quatity, cutter and continental grade

whitefish.

The fisheries officials interviewed, Iike fishermen,

stated that the pricing system was good but that it had

developed a few problems. Lorimer Thompson (Ir{anitoba) and

John llacDonald (NW ontario) both said that the revel of the

finar paynent has been very high in the last year and that
this has the effect of withholding a 1arge portion of
fishermen's income. They thought that the FFt¡lc shourd be

able to better estimate market trends and set the initial
price to reflect the originally suggested B0t (initial
price) and 2OZ final payment. Richard Zieba (NWT) noted

that a better pooling arrangement on final payment was
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necessary to reflect the price received on NWT fish. rt was

noted however, by officiars from l¡tanitoba, saskatchewan and

NW ontario that such a scheme would likely be too difficult
to administer and that r'...the cost of administering such a
plan would be significant and greater than the benefit they

might reaÌize. " (Lorimer Thonpson, lrtanitoba)

4.4.4 Centralization of processing

The purpose of this sectionr âs rdês outlined in Chapter

3, section 3.5, is to present not only the data from the

interviews conducted but also to examine data relevant to the

question of the impacts of the centralization of processing.

This section wiII, therefore, draw on the data and analyses

of preceding sections.

The most important set of measures relative to the

question of the impacts of the centralization of processing

are: the Corporation's performance with respect to
productivity of assetsi the portion of the sares value paid

to fishermen; and, the trend in weighted average income over

the corporation's life. Table 10 of the financial anarysis
(p.82) revealed that the Corporation has the second best

percentage return on assets enproyed of the four companies

examined. The corporation has averaged as 33.3* return on

assets over the ten year period analyzed. This suggests

that the corporation is using its assets, which includes the

central plant at Transcona, to their capacity and that the

investments have generated an satisfactory return.
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The total portion of sales paid to fishermen is
reveared in Figure 25 (p.120). This analysis shows that the

corporation has proven able to increase the value of sares

paid to fishermen as the totar varue of sales has risen over

the trend. This has been done, it is apparent from figure
27 (p.123)' by maintaining, and in select years reducing, the

cost of sales. Rolled into the cost of sales figure is the

operation of the Transcona facility. Therefore, the

operation of the facility appears to have been maintained at
a fixed level of cost (in real dollar terms) and this
has meant a greater portion of the increasing sales value

can be paid out to fishermen.

rmprovements in weighted average income were not found

over the thirteen year trend analyzed. However, the last
six years, from L982-87 have witnessed significant
improvement in income in arl regions but NW ontario (Table

11, p.128). These findings indicate thatr ât the very

least, the centralization of processing has not had a

negative impact on incomes (the special case of NW ontario
will be discussed below in section 4.4.5) and may be partly
responsible, in light of the above measures, for increasing

incomes.

Each of the measures

analysis and the analysis

that the centralization of

inpact on the fishery and

presented from the financial
of objectives and purposes suggest

processing has had a beneficial
fishermen as a whole. The
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measures suggest that the corporation is taking advantage of
significant economies of scare and is therefore able to pass

on increases in the value of sales directly to fishermen.

In order to test these findings, both fishermen's
representatives and fisheries officials were interviewed on

this issue and asked, r'What have the financial irnpacts been

on fishermen in association due to the centralization of
processing in htinnipeg (Transcona)?,'

Only six of the fifteen fishermen's representatives

interviewed thought that centrarization of processing had

benefited fishermen financially. The remainder (nine)

thought that it had negative financiar impacts for a variety
of reasons. Alberta representatives noted that they were

stuck with freight costs which reduced the price for their
fish. Four of the nine interviewed stated that the

centralization has meant the removar of important local
benefits in terms of employment from their area. Three of
the nine who fert centralization has been detrimental cited
the tine it takes to get fish to market with the present

system as having reduced the potential value of their
produce. Arberta representatives and one from ¡rlanitoba

felt that the corporation's processing structure was unable

to handle volumes at certain times of the year, necessitating
production cutbacks. Each of those representatives who felt
that centrarization had been detrimentar (nine of fifteen
interviewed) thought that some form of processing in their
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region would benefit fishernen and the 1ocal economy.

Í{ithout exception, fisheries officials felt that
centralization had provided financial benefits to fishermen,

noting that "...f don't see how you could do any better
than a corporation which returns 55 or 70 percent of its
sales dollar to fishermen.,, (Bruce Snith, Saskatchewan)

"...any company that is returning 60t of what it takes in to
fishermen' or even higher, indicates a pretty efficient
operation. " (Lorimer Thompson, t¡lanitoba) . It was noted by

four of the five interviewed that centrarization may have

reduced benefits to regionar economies but that gains to
fishermen probabry exceed the regional ernployment foregone.

with respect to freight and freight subsidies Tom ttirl of
Alberta noted that their program sought to equalize prices
to Transcona, although these prices had not been recalibrated
in some while (clearry from the above, Arberta fishermen

feer these subsidies do not cover present costsi see above

paragraph).

None of the officiars interviewed expJ-icitry carred for
greater processing by the FFttc in their regions. Eowever,

Tom Mill of Alberta expressed the opinion that narkets in
Alberta and Arberta fishernen may benefit if the corporation
were to work more closery with the processing infrastructure
that already exists in that province.

The interview process suggested that even though there

may have been net gains to fiehermen over the period, as
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evidenced by the measures presented and the opinions of
fisheries officials, a majority of fishermen's

representatives expressed the opinion that gains may have

been greater if processing had been undertaken in their
region. The validity of this craim can onry be estimated

through studies such as that discussed in chapter 2, section
2.4-4. The results of the present study indicate a real
dolrar improvement in the value of sales availabre to
fishermen. This suggests that the centralization of
processing has had a positive impact on the majority of
fishermen's incomes.

4.4.5 Inpact of the Corporation on profitability

When asked, "Has the FFMC improved or reduced the
profitability of the rnajority of fishermen in your

association/region?" seven of the representatives eaid

that they thought the Corporation had improved

profitability, four thought that profitabirity had been

reduced through the corporation's efforts and the remainder

(four) said that they could not tetr if an improvement or

reduction in profitability had taken place.

Those that noted an inprovement in profitabitity stated
that the principal reason vras the corporation's abirity to
take advantage of economies of scare and invest in efficient
processing technology. other expranations for the increase

in profitability include: an improvement in, and development

of, markets in general; management,s responsiveness to the
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particular issues and demands of specific regions; and, the

corporation's success at stabilizing the business of fish
marketing in terms of prices and consistent markets.

Those who thought that the Corporation had reduced

profitability (four of fifteen) stated as their main concern

the freight costs involved with shipping their product to
Winnipeg (these representatives were from Alberta and

saskatchewan). when asked about provincial freight subsidy
programs, representatives claimed that they failed to cover

the cost of transporting their product and that they were

paying from $.07 to $.08 cents per pound ($.15 to g.I7

cents/kg. ) freight.
Fisheries department officials in each of the provinces

each agreed that the FF!¡iC has had a positive impact on

fishermen's prof itability. Richard Zieba, (MT) noted that
improvements are the result of stability offered by the

Corporation: "...price fluctuations have levelled off so

that fishermen can gear up knowing the (initial) price.,,
Bruce smith of saskatchewan believes that the FFMC,s ability
to operate as a price leader in the market and the

empÌoyment of labour saving equiprnent in the winnipeg plant
have been the principal reasons for improvements in
profitability. similar reasons for the improvements were

given by officials in both Manitoba and Alberta. In
Northwestern Ontario, John t¡tacDonald felt that the

corporation's efforts had been positive for fishermen but
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that it was difficult to be sure as he fett that the

commercial fishing industry was a declining industry in his
area. While profitability had improved for some in Ntil

ontarior changes in the industry, he suggested, explained

the farring weighted average income figure noted in section
4.3.2.3 (p.121) of this study.

4.4.6 Representation

The purpose of this section was to determine

fishermen's opinions concerning the representation they

receive on issues directly rerated to the operation of the

Corporation. The discussion vras, as a result, focused on the

corporation's Advisory committee. The first question put to
participants on this issue, asked in the opening section of
the interview schedule (Group data and Representative

Characteristics), was, ,'Can you explain the process through

which an Advisory conmittee member is appointed,' and ilDo

fishermen have any input in the process?', Advisory

committee members to whom this question was put invariably
stated that the process eras confusing and most were unsure

how they $rere appointed to the committee except that it was

a "political" appointment. It was also noted that in most

instances fishermen have little or no direct say in the

appointments.

The principal question of this section, asked of aII
representatives was, I'What are fisherrnen,s opinions of the

representation they receive with respect to decisions on the
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operation and management of the FFI¡IC?" OnIy two of the

fifteen representatives interviewed thought the Advisory

committee was effective in representing fishermen to the

FFl.tc. Thirteen of the intervieerees expressed the opinion
that as it is now empolrered and appointed the Advisory

committee sras unabre to adequately represent fishermen. The

major complaint urade by the representatives concerned

appointments to the corunittee. They noted that appointments

were for the most part out of their hands and made by some

vague political process. The result of this process,

fishernen claim, has been the appointment of representatives

who are not fishermen and who are, as a result, unable to
adequately represent fishermen and their concerns. As a

remedy to this, representatives suggested that the conmittee

be appointed either through a process of election or on the

advice of fishernen's associations in the various regions

under the Corporation's control.
other problems with the committee that were mentioned

by representatives included the view that it was siurply a
waste of fishermen's money because it had no real leverage

with respect to decisions on the operation of the

corporation. overwhermingty, however, representatives fert
that any drawbacks the Advisory committee may suffer from

courd be solved through changes to the appointment process,

giving fishermen a greater say in who represents them.
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4.4.7 The Future of the FFHC

The final question put to interview participants asked

"Should the FFMC be retained in its present forn? Why

or Why not?"

Of the fifteen fishermen's representatives interviewed

fourteen said that the FFMC should be retained with changes.

At the top of the list of changes were alterations to the

appointment procedure to the Advisory conmittee.

Representatives made it clear that fishermen wanted a larger

role in this process. Fishermen expressed the opinion that
the FFI{C was not doing enough to market as great a volume of

fish as was possible. Representatives stated that they

would Like to see the FFI¡IC seII more of their fish by

developing and discovering new markets. CIoseIy related to
this point were complaints about the marketing of rough fish
species. Again, representatives wanted to see some

innovative approaches to the marketing of what they view as

a vastly underutilized resource. A final point nade by

representatives was that the FFMC should attempt to improve

the channels of communication between itself and the

fishermen at large. It was recognized that the FFl,lfC has

done a fairly good job in this area but that it nust

continue to improve and keep fishermen aware of new

developments in the industry.

Fisheries department officials in each of the provinces

and the Northwest Territories concurred with fishermen's
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representatives, stating that the Corporation should be

retained again with some changes. Lorimer Thompson

(ltlanitoba) suggested that the species list over which the

Corporation has control should be reviewed. Of specific
concern is the marketing of rough fish: ,,twenty years is a

long time (without alteration to the species list) and in if
in that 20 years they haven't come to grips with the rough

fish marketing situation, perhaps it time to look at a

different kind of regine to handle these species" (Lorimer

Thompson, Ir{anitoba). In Saskatchewan, Bruce Smith thought

that the only significant change fisherrnen might press for
would be regional processing, but he stressed that there may

be tradeoffs required between regional economies and the

profit of fishermen as a whole. In Alberta, Tom ttill
stressed that he wourd like to see the corporation work with
the existing processing/marketing structure in that
province to improve intra-provincial sares. John lllacDonard,

felt that the only means for fishermen in Northwestern

Ontario to market their fish was through the Corporation.

He stressed that no other channers existed for fishermen and

that, therefore, the Corporation must remain intact.
Finally, Richard Zieba noted that NWT fishermen would tike
to see a better whitefish pooring mechanism and alterations
to the method of issuing final payments which better
recognizes the quality of fish delivered.
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4.4.8 S¡¡marv and Conclusions

fnterviews with fisheries department officials in each

of the participating provinces and the Northwest Territories
indicated that the relationship between their departments

and the FFt¡tC is both constructive and satisfactory. Forma1

and important infornal channels of communication appear to

exist, facilitating the discussion of rnajor policy issues as

well as day to day operations as the need arises. On the

recurring issue of the timing of supply with periods of peak

market demand, officials noted that consultation has been

ongoing and, while the problems are not entirely solved, some

success has been achieved.

In the general sense, a majority of fishermen's

representatives thought that the marketing efforts of the

Corporation had been satisfactory. The concern was

expressed, however, that the fishery resource remains

underutilized due to complacency on the part of the

Corporation with respect to the development of new and

larger markets. 9Íith the Corporation annually marketing an

average volume very close to the quotas for the fishery (see

section 4.3.3.1) as a whole, it seems likely that the

resource that is available is being marketed. Government

officials also thought that the FFITiC had generally done a

good job of marketing, noting that fishermen appeared to be

profiting from the results.

Rough fish marketing vras viewed by the rnajority of
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representatives as problem that defied rational solution.
Low prices and competition from ocean fisheries have created

great difficulties in developing these markets to a

satisfactory level. Contrary to this assessment, a minority
(four of the fifteen) fishermenrs representatives expressed

the belief that, for whatever reasons, the FFt¡lC was sinply
unwilling to put the effort into developing rough fish
markets. All of the representatives interviewed expressed

the desire to see improvements on these species but were

generally at a loss as to how this might be carried out.
Fisheries department officials believed that the FFt¡tC

approach to rough fish marketing was rational. They cited
low returns on these species as reasonable justification for
avoiding costly development efforts. It was noted that
improvements may be possibre outside the corporation serving

smaller markets which may have been neglected due to 1ow

volumes. However, given the facts of competition from

plentiful and rerativery cheap species from ocean fisheries,
it seems unlikely that any significant increase in
production and sale of rough species is possibre at current
prices.

Fishermen's representatives believed that the FFIIC had

done very little in the development of domestic markets.

Most noted that this had had a positive inpact on fishermen

as the prices of fish are higher on export markets. The

opinion was also expressed, especially by those
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representatives in Alberta and Saskatchewan, that the

development and servicing of this market was the job of
local fishermen.

Government officials concurred with fishermenrs

assessment of the donestic markets issue, adding that, in
the case of Alberta and Saskatchevran, regulations concerning

intra-provincial trade had been altered to give fishermen

greater access to this market.

The Corporation's pricing system generally received a

satisfactory assessment from fishermen's representatives.

They noted that it far exceeded systems prior to the

Corporation and that the posting of the initiat price
provided an important benchmark for the gearing up process.

Conplaints about the price system focused on its
implementation. Representatives felt that the benefit of
posting the initial price had been undercut by price

reductions during seasons in an effort to control
production. Representatives also felt that on some species,

such as walleye, the initial final price split should be

closer to the originally suggested 80t 202 split ( rather

than the present 50t 50t split). Lower initial prices,

they claim, have the effect of withholding a portion of
fishermen's income unnecessarily. The method of final
payments received only one criticism; NWT representatives

called for a new whitefish pooling mechanism to better
reflect the quality of their fish.
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With respect to the calculation of the initial and

final price on species, it should be noted that the

Corporation must estimate, based on a market forecast, what

price will be available for certain species. With the noted

variability in markets (see trend of tanded prices, sec.

4.3.2.1) for some species, estimation rnay only provide the

Corporation with information whose certainty is such that
they are only able to set initial prices at half what they

are expecting. In addition, the initial price is the only

major tool at the Corporation's disposal for controlling
production leve1s. Therefore, adherence to the 80t-20t rule
of thumb, tor some species may not be possible.

Government officials thought the Corporation's price

system provided an efficient system for fishermen although

they also wanted to see greater adherence to the 80t 202

initial príce/final payment spIit. $lhiIe some of the

officials thought that alterations to the pooling of the

final payment for whitefish may produce a more equitable

system it was noted that the cost of carrying out adequate

changes may prove greater than the benefits.

l¡leasures such as the productivity of assets, portion of
sales paid to fishermen and weighted average income over the

last six years indicate that centralization of processing

has played a role in inproving returns available to the

najority fishernen. Despite these figures, most fishermen's

representatives believed that the centralization of
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processing had resulted in less for fishermen by reducing

locaI employment and by increasing freight costs.

A ninority (six) of the fishermen's representatives and

all of the government officials interviewed thought that the

centralization of processing had a positive impact on

fishermen. l{ajor reasons given for this belief were the

Corporation's ability to take advantage of economies of
sca1e, its ability to invest in highly efficient processing

technology' and overall greater efficiency in the processing

and marketing of fish.
Representatives were divided over the issue of the

Corporation's inpact on fishermen's profitability. The

Iargest group (seven of fifteen) fett the Corporation had

improved profitability through the development of stable
markets, investment in efficient processing technology and

through generally stabilizing prices. The remainder $rere

either unsure of the Corporation's impact (four of fífteen)
or felt it had failed to improve profitability (four of

fifteen) due to a lack of the development of markets and the

burden placed on fishermen, due mainly to freight costs, of

the centralization of processing in Winnipeg.

Officiats of the various fisheries departmentg were

unanimous in their belief that the Corporation had been abl_e

to improve profitability over its Iifetime. They cited the

advantage of economies of scale, abitity to act as a price
leader and processíng efficiency as reasons for the
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improvement.

A majority of fishermen's representatives (thirteen of

fifteen) expressed the belief that as it is now structured,

the Advisory Corunittee of the FFMC has failed to adequately

represent fishermen. The primary reason for this failure
was said to have been the appointment system which allows

Iittle or no input by fishermen. The opinion nas expressed

that alterations to the appointment system could drasticatly
improve the Committee's ability to adequately represent

fishermen.

Despite various complaints about specific aspects of

marketing, representation and the centralization of
processing, fishermen's representatives felt that fishermen

would like to see the FF'l¡fC maintained. They did note that
the Corporation should be maintained with changes or

attention to the issues such as regional processing of fish,
development of markets in general and markets for rough

fish, adherence to the 80t 202 split in the pricing
system, and a better system of appointments to make the

Advisory Com¡nittee an effective body.

Government officials were of the same mind as

fishermen's representatives, noting that the benefits the

Corporation provided outweighed any negative impacts it may

have generated. Again, they wanted to see specific changes

such as alterations to the whitefish pool, adherence to the

808 20\ for initial price and final payment, and perhaps
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new arrangements for species the Corporation had been unable

to market.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Recomendations

5.I Conclusions and Reconrmendations

The purpose of this investigation was to assess the

impact of the Freshwater Fish Marketing Corporation on the

freshwater fish industry. The study focused on the three
principle objectives identified in the opening chapter

(1.3.1 Specific objectives) :

1. to determine the ertent to which the Corporation has

operated efficiently and effectively in terms of financial
management;

2. to evaluate the extent to which the Corporation has

achieved the objectives and purposes for shich it sas

created; and,

3. to determine the level of satisfaction among clients
with respect to the operation and performance of the

Corporation.

The conclusions and recommendations related to each of
these primary objectives are as foIIows.

5.1.1 Financial Perforrnnce

The results of section 4.2 Financial performance

indicate that since the FFI{C returns the majority of its'
earnings to fishermen as final payment the Corporation,s
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liquidity is low and it suffers an annual working capital
deficit. This situation has lead to heavy reliance on debt

financing to an average of 95t of the Corporation's fixed
and working capital funds over the last ten years.

ft is apparent, when the Corporation,s record of debt

repalrment and earnings coverage are considered, that 1ow

liquidity and high leverage are the result of a management

decision rather than indicators of poor financial
performance. In fact, if the Corporation wished it could

improve these measures simply by retaining a greater share

of earnings in any one year. However, because the corporation
has been given the duty to increase the returns avairable to
fishermen, they have maintained a policy of rnini¡nal retained

earnings.

Performance with respect to activity and profitability
measures confirm the concrusion that low liquidity and high

leverage are a management decision. Results of the analysis
indicate that the corporation generates satisfactory fixed
and total asset turnover figures, suggesting that it employs

its assets efficiently. Efficiency with respect to assets

has generated a level of profit performance that has been

a consistent second to the Prince Rupert Fishermenrs Co-

operative. rn addition the data revear that the corporation
has proven able to produce fairly consistent returns from

year to year unlike the sporadic returns of the Canadian

Saltfish Corporation or National Sea fnc.
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When viewed as a whole, the financial analysis indicates
that the Corporation is deriving an adequate return on its
sales and marketing efforts. The fact of low liquidity and

high dependance on debt financing indicate that earnings are

being distributed to fishermen in an effort to meet mandate

objectives. Consequently, the Corporation is managing its
financial affairs efficiently, as it derives satisfactory
returns, and effectively as those returns are being directed
towards fulfillment of the nandate.

Whether improvements in liquidity and a reduction in the

Corporation's dependance on debt financing could improve

financial efficiency was not specifically examined in this
study. However, it has been suggested within the financial
analysis that a reduction in the dependance of the

corporation on debt financing has the potentiar to increase

the efficiency of its operation by reducing costs.

The downside of this perspective is that the onÌy way to
reduce the amount of debt, is to retain a larger share of
earnings. Retention of a larger share of earnings would

seem to suggest a practice contradictory to the Corporation,s

mandate goar of increasing returns to fishermen. Therefore,

while it appears, upgn cursory evaluation, that there are

efficiency benefits to be gained through greater retention
of earningsr prêcise determination of the effect such a policy
night have on overall mandate delivery would require a

separate study.
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Reconmendation 5. I. Ia.
The De¡nrtment of Fisheries and Oceans should undertake

a study of the ¡rctentiar benefits and inpact of the retention
of a larger share of earnings by the FFttC. This study would
involve an eramination of the effect of reducing the
Cor¡nration's dependance on debt financing and the in¡nct of
such a ¡rcIicy on financial rurnagernent and mandate delivery.
5.1.2 Fulfillment of Ob'iectives and purposes

Four primary objectives and purposes of the Corporation

were examined in this study. The results of section 4.3.1

l¡larketing Fish in an Orderly üanner, suggests that the

corporation has achieved some success in this area as noted

by the real dollar increase in the vatue of final patments

on species which make up nearly 50t of the annual marketed

volume. While general market trends are a fundamental

influence in the success of species marketingr positive
final payments do reveal the Corporation's ability to keep

the cost of inventory and marketing down in order to take

advantage of the prevailing market climate. However, success

has not been even over all marketed species. Export

whitefish, lake trout, arctic char and sauger have

experienced no improvement or decreases in the final payment

which suggest difficurties on the part of the corporation in
the marketing of these species.

At least part of the narketing difficulty has been a

lack of coordination of the tirning of the harvest of these

species with periods of peak market demand. Consultation

with provincial and territorial officials and the

implementation of programs euch as the whitefish reduction
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program have been undertaken to address these marketing

problems.

Recomendation 5.I.2a.
The Corporation Ehould review the supply characteristics

and the marketing strategy for, whitefish, arctic char,
trout and sauger, in order to determine strategies to
stabilize and inprove the returns on these s¡recies.

Section 4.3.2 Increasing returns to fishermen, reveals

that the Corporation has been able to obtain increasing

prices for a majority of the delivered weight of fish it
purchases annually. Consequently the total value of annual

sales has risen over the 1975-87 trend. While it is
difficult to determine to what degree the Corporation is
responsible for the increase in species value and the total
value of sales, the data suggest that the Corporation has

proven able to maintain, and in select years, reduce the

cost of sales. In a climate of increasing value of sales

this has meant that the portion of sales paid to fishermen

has grown, with minor setbacks, in both a proportional and

absolute sense over the thirteen year period.

Weighted average returns from fishing for the period

1975-87 fails to show the noted increase in the portion of
sales paid to fishermen except in the Northwest Territories.
A similar analysis of the last six years, 1-9BZ-87, however,

suggests that returns from fishing have been increasing in
aII regions except NW Ontario. It has been suggested that
the decline in Nlil ontario has been due to an overarl decline
in the fishing industry in the region as participants leave
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the industry in search of more lucrative and stable

employment oppor tunities .

Recomendation 5.L.2b.

The fatling weighted average returns from fiehing noted
for Northwestern Ontario should be investigated to determine
the precise reasons for the noted decline.

For the najority of fishermen the results of the trend

in landed prices, portion of sales paid to fishermen and the

improvements in weighted returns over the last six years

indicate an improvement in their returns. Eowever,

declining or static returns on export whitefish, arctic
char, trout and sauger, which make up between 35t and 38t of

annual fish purchases by the Corporation, ßây have produced

declining or static returns for a significant portion of the

f isheries participants .

International trade in fish has not been increased by

the Corporation. Section 4.3.3 Promoting International
I'larkets for and Increasing Interprovincial trade in fish,
showed that the Corporation has succeeded in diversifying
international markets but that this has been achieved by

shifting volumes aylay from the U.S. market. Domestic

markets also remained stable with respect to volumes.

Changes in the regulations concerning local marketing by

producers have likely improved domestic markets but the

Corporationrs level of effort has remained static.
The degree to which the Corporation is able to create an

overall increase in the trade in fish has been called into
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question. With yearly ßarketed volume very close to annual

quotas for the fishery as a whole increases in trade, of a

significant volume, would require increased quotas. $lhether

increased quotas are appropriate or possible is a question

not for the Corporation but for fisheries managers in each

ot. the Provinces and the Territory.
It is clear that the Corporation's lack of development

of domestic markets has been a rational approach given the

goal of increasing returns to fishermen. Greater prices are

available in export markets for producers' fish. Therefore,

in deference to increasing returns, the Corporation has

logicalIy focused its efforts on export markets.

Interviews with fishermen's representatives and

Fisheries department officials suggested that the

Corporation has provided an adequate working capital policy.
ft was noted that the policy serves the needs of fishermen

who have reduced access to start up capital and has been

nanaged so that the cost of carrying credit appears, in the

opinion of those interviewed, not to have become a burden on

fishermen as a whole.

5.I.3 Client Satisfaction

The C1ient Satisfaction objective of this study was

measured with respect to a number of issues concerning the

Corporation's management and operations. Two client groups

were identified, fishermen and the Fisheries departments in
the provinces and the Northwest Territories. The results of
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interviews with the client groups indicate that overall both

groups are pleased with the efforts of the FFIttC and would

like it to remain intact. with specific changes and eruphasis

on certain issues.

Fisheries department officials expressed the opinion

that communication and cooperation between the Corporation

and their departments has been satisfactory and

constructive. Eowever, while the relationship was deemed to

be satisfactory, significant problems remained with respect

to tining of supply which has caused the Corporation

problems in finding ready markets and handling production

surges.

Reconmendation 5.I. 3a.

The Corporation and Fisheries de¡nrtments must continue
their joint efforts to coordinate the supply of fish witn
dem¡nd and to reduce the in¡nct of production surges in
order to produce maxinrrm ¡gts¡ns to fishermen.

Both client groups felt that marketing in general had

been successful but stressed that they would like to see the

Corporation improve returns on some species such as

whitefish.
The problem of rough fish marketing was seen, by the

majority of fishermen's representatives (11 of 15), as a

case in which the Corporation was unable to improve the

marketing of these species because of cornpetition from other

fisheries and the generatly low'prices these species

command. The facts of rough fish marketing bear out the

majority assessment. Loe, prices and competition from even
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lower priced fish in the ocean fisheries have made íncreased

investment in rough fish marketing an uneconomic prospect.

A minority of representatives (4 of 15) felt that the

Corporation had neglected the narketing of rough fish.
Howeverr production figures for these species of fish do

not support this assessment. Annually, the Corporation

purchases 2.5 million kilograms of both carp and nu1let

(L2.5 t of the total annual purchases) and it is apparent

that landed prices for these species have been increasing,

albeit very slowly, in real dollar terms.

Lack of development of domestic markets was not of
concern to either group as it was realized that greater

prices were available in export markets and that development

of domestic markets represents opportunities for fishermen.

The price system enployed by the Corporation received a

positive assessment by both client groups. lfany noted that
the posting of an initial price is a helpful planning tool
for fishermen. However price cutting in nid-season reduced

the value of the initial price and, according to fishermen,

had no real effect on their production decisions as they had

already geared up for the season. The opinion was also

expressed that initial payments should be higher in order to
reflect the originally suggested 80t initial price, 20*

final payment concept. While such an alteration to the way

initial prices are set rnay benefit fishermen by providing a

greater portion of the value up front, it must be understood
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that the Corporation must set initial prices conservatively

as they are based on speculation about what the market will
yie1d. Judging by the wide fluctuations in yearly price for
some species, noted in section 4.3.2, it nay be inpossible

f.or the Corporation to produce a forecast witfr certainty
greater than 50t of the expected price.

Recomendation 5.1.3b.

The Corporation should undertake a review of its initiat
pricing mechanism in order to determine whether initial
prices for those species which do not conform to the 80t-20t
initial price to final ¡nlment split could be raised without
placing the Corporatíon and the returns to fishermen at
risk.

A final criticism of the price system concerns the

determination of final payment for whitefish. Those who

fished high quality export whitefish lakes, in the Northwest

Territories especially, wanted to see a more equitable

system of final payrnent pooling which adequately reflected

that value of their fish.
ReconmendaÈion 5. L. 3c.

The Corporation should review its whitefish pooting
mechanism to determine if significant subsidization has
taken place by those who deliver export grade as opposed to
those who deliver lower grade continental and cutter
whitefish and if so, to re¡nir the mechanism in order to
pronote fair determination of the final payment.

The inpact of the Centralization of processing is an

issue which has continually been discussed between the

Corporation and both client groups. Financial and mandate

results (examination of objectives and purposes) reveal that
the centralization of processing has had a role in ínproving
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the returns available to fishermen. Despite these findings

fishermen's representatives thought that increases in
returns did not offset increased freight rates and the local

employment foregone due to centralization. Fisheries

department officials did not agree with this assessment

stating that centralization had probably improved

fishermen's returns on the whole. ft is the conclusion of

this study that centralization of processing has had a

positive impact on returns to the majority of fishermen.

However, determining whether greater gains may be possible

in a given region by providing provincial or territorially
sponsored processing would require a separate study.

No clear consensus resulted from fishermen's

representatives over the issue of the Corporation's impact

on profitabitity. Ealf (8 of 15) thought t,hat the

Corporationrs investment in efficient processing technology

and generally good command of markets had improved

fishernen's profitability. The remaining interviewees

either did not know or thought that the FF!,!C had not

developed markets well enough and represented an

organization which was to far from them (and hence costly in

terms of freight costs) and was unable to properly service

existing markets.

Fishermen's representatives expressed the belief that

the Advisory Corunittee did not adequately represent

fishermen on issues concerning the management and operations
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of the FFI{C. the chief reason given for this prob}em was

that the system of appointment is highly politicized and out

of the hands of fishermen. They stressed that the body

could be more representative and, therefore, more effective
if fishermen nere given a greater say in who is appointed to

the committee.

Recomendation 5.f.3d.
The system of appoíntnent to the Adviaory Comittee of

the FFHC should be changed to allow greater input by
fishermen. This could be carried out through the
establishment of a fornal system of advise and consent from
the najor fishermen's associations in the various regions.
As an alternative, and more direct plan, the election of
Comittee members could be carried out using the eristing
fieheries de¡nrtment districts and devising a representation
scheme conpatible with those divisions.
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ÀPPENDIX A:

T]SE OF TEE IIIDT'STR.IAI, PRODT'CT PRICE IIÍDET
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All of the real
this study used the
Products (Canadian
1975-87, Section 5,

dollar conversions
Industrial Product

Statistical Review,
Prices, Supply and

carried out in
Price Index: Fish
Statistics Canada,
Services, Ottawa).

year

1987
1986
1985

1984
1983
1982
r981
1980
r979
1978
t977
r97 6
J.975

index #

I4L.92
L24.50 base year 1980 = 100
111.40

352.40
348.70
33s.90
326.30
299.30
294.20 base year 1971 = 100
2s6.70
226.50
200.3
r69.54

Conversion to J-975 equivalent values was carried out
by determining the percentage difference of aII
succeeding years from the year 1975 and then deflating
to 1975 equivalent values. Percentage difference is
calculated in the following fashion (Finding and Using
Statistics: A basic auide from Statistics Canada, 1981,
Statistics Canada, Ottawa).

(I975) 169.54 200.3 (I976) = -.1536 (or -15.36t)
200.3

As an il-lustration, sêy the price of walleye/kg was 91.00in 1975 and in 1976 it was 91.50. To derive the 1975
doIlar equivalent of that 1976 price the percentage
increase between the two years, as indicated by the above
index calculation, is multiplied by the J-976 price and
added to the 1976 price,

_.1536 * 1.50 + I.50 = 9L.27/kg

$L.27/kg is, therefore, the 1975 equivalent of the 1976
price of $1.50r2k9.

Because the base year for the index changed in 1985
to 1981, calculation of 1985-87 prices in L975 dollars
required a two step conversion (see break in the index,
above). Step one follows the process illustrated above
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and converts each of the years (1987-85) prices into 1980
equivalents. From here the same process is repeated,
further converting the 1980 equivalents into l--975 dollar
values

(1980) 100 - 111.4 (1985) = -.1023 (or -I0.23*)
1I1.4

(1975) 169.54 - 299.3 (1980) = -.4335 (or -43.35t)
299.3

Say the price of walleye in 1985 is 2.IÙ/kg. Converting
this to a J-975 equivalent is a two step process using the
conversions derived above,

_.L023 * 2.10 + 2.L0 = 91.99

$f.89/kg is the 1980 equivalent of the 1985 price. Step two
derives the 1975 equivalent,

_.4335 * 1.99 + I.g9 = $1.02

$L.07/kg is, therefore the l--975 equivalent of the 1985 price
of $2.L0/kg.
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APPENDIX B:

TNTER,VIE¡| SCEEDTILES AI¡D LHT1TERS
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fnterview Schedule #1 - Fishermen's Representatives

Purpose: (see section three of Chapter l-) To deternine
fishermen's attitudes and opinions concerning the
operation and management of the FFITIC in order to
discover their level of satisfaction with the
Corporation.

(Responses need not be restricted to opinions and
evaluations of the Corporation expressed in this year.
Please attempt to answer the questions with reference to
the past history of the Corporation as weII. In
addition, where applicable, please discuss with reference
to resolutions passed by your association).

GROUP DATA AND REPRESENTATTVE CHARACTERTSTICS

Province or Territory...

Organization ..... .......

$lere you elected by the nembers of your association?
(for association heads only)

What mechanism exist within your organization for
fishermen to express their opinions, cornplaints and
desi res?

ex. annual meetings
open discussion and resolution

election of officials

do constituents regularly contact you
with their concerns?

other informal means, please explain.
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SECTION I - I,IARKETING

1. ltlhat are the opinions of f ishermen in your
association of the FFITIC's ability to market fÍsh?

Ia. has the FFITIC proven able to get
the best price possible for your fish?

if no, qrhy not?

lb. has the FFÞlC marketed fish at a
level cost which benefits fishermen?

if no, what makes fishermen think
this?

Ic. Do fishermen believe changes are necessary
to the present marketing policy?

What changes need to be made
to the FF¡,IC's marketing approach?

2. What are the opinions of fishermen in your association
with respect to the FFIT{C's marketing of rough fish
such as carp and mullet (sucker)?

key issues

2a. Do fishermen think the FFITiC has
placed enough effort and emphasis on
marketing this type of fish?

yes - Why?

No - Why?

2b. Do fishermen think changes need to be made
to the rough fish marketing strategy?
t{hy? $lhat kinds of changes?

3. $lhat are the opiníone of fishermen in your association
concerning the FFI¡iC's development of loca1 (Canadian)
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markets?

3a. Has the FFt¡tC placed enough effort on
the developnent of these markets?

Yes - Why do you think so?

No - Why?

3b. Does the current domestic market strategy
require changes? glhat types of changes?

SECTION II - PRICING

4. l{hat are f ishernen's opinions concerning the FFI¡IC's
price system, which includes a guaranteed initiat price
and a surplus or final payment paid on species pooJ-s.

4a. 9lhat are fishermen's opinions of the way the FFI¡IC
sets initial prices for the various fish species?

Does the system of initial payments require
changes?

fn what vrays should the initial price
mechanism be changed?

4b. glhat are fishernen's opinions of the way in which
final payments are determined?

do fishermen think the payment of final
payment on a species pool based on volume
delivered but not grade is fair? trlhy or why
not?

Do differences in initial prices based on
grade make up for the pooling of final
payments? t{hy or why not?

Does the method of determining final palments
need changing?

lilhat changes should be made to the final
payments mechanism?
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SECTION III - CENTRATIZATION OF PROCESSING AND
INFRASTRUCTURE

5. what have the financiar impacts been on fishermen in
association due to the eentralization of processing in
Winnipeg (Transcona)?

5a. In what specific ways has this affected
f ishermen' s operations?

5b. Do fishermen believe the Corporation
should undertake fish processing in their
region? trlhy or why not?

6. What are fishermen's opinions on the location and
staffing of delivery points and packing stations in their
area?

SECTION IV - I},ÍPACT OF TEE CORPORÀTION ON PROFITABTLTTY

7. Has the FPllc improved or reduced the profitability of
the najority of fishermen in your asso-ciation?

7a. Improved - How has the FF!,ÍC contributed
to improvements in profitability:
(pause and let res. suggest answer)

by increasing prices;

by decreasing costs of marketing;

by creating new markets;

by decreasing costs of processing;

7b. Reduced - In what ways has the FFMC
reduced prof itability :
(pause and let res. suggest answer)

through costly and ineffective
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marketing t

liniting private markets;

decreases in the price of fish ì

cçntralization of processing in
l{lnnipeg;

inappropriate placement of delivery
points;

8. Do the members of your association think that they
would benefit fiom selling their fish outside the
Corporation to ¡ greater degree than is already
permitted? Why qr why not? In what specific ways?

key issues

by allowing greater freedom for
fishermen to setl within their ov¡n
province.

by allowing fishermen to seII into
export markets.

by exempting some fish species or
products from the Corporation's
control.

by allowing fishermen to seIl their
fish completely unrestricted.

SECTION V - PROVISION FOR WORKING CAPITAL

10. lilhat are the
association

10a.

opinions of fishermen in your
of the FFII{C's policy on operating credit

Is the level of credit offered, 20t of
average production in the last three
years, high enough?

What are fishermen's opinions of the
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rates charged on operating credit by the
FFI{C? (corporation's borrowing rate plus
2t,)

10.c $lhat do fishermen think of the ter¡us of
repayment on operating credit? (within
the,season at a minimum of 30t of weekly
grbÉs fiahing receipts and assigned
againpÈ a1l fi¡al payments)

10d. Are changes to the present credit policy
needed? In what ways should the policy
be changed? vlhy?

SECTION VI - REPRESENTATION

11. What are fishermen's opinions of the representation
they receive with respect to decisions on the
operation and management of the FFt¡tC?

lla. Do fishermen believe they are adequately
represented by the advisory council? Why
or why not?

key issues

-what are fishermen's perceptions of
the ability of the advisory council
to represent their views?

is the number of representatives
from each region satisfactory?

is the selection process for
representatives satisfactory?

rlb. Do fishermen believe they are adequately
represented on the board of directors of
the Corporation? Why or why not?

Does the representation ofllc.
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to be improved? In what ways could
representation be improved?

SECTTON VII - CONCLUSIONS

12. Shou1d the FFttC be retained in its present forrn? Why
or Why not?

L2a. What changes do fishermen think need to
be made to the FFI¡iC?

Key areas:

Pricing system;

Processing of fish;
Marketing in all aspects;

Fishermen's representation;

Credit policy offered by the FFt¡tC;

Location and operation of delivery
points.

13. Are there any specific problems or concerns with
respect to the FFl.fC, other than those already discussed,
which are of interest to you or the fishermeñ in your
association?

14. Has your association passed any resolutions, with
respect to the FFUC, related to:

fish pricing;

fish marketing;

representation in the FFITiC;

centralization of processing;

location and staffing of delivery points
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and packing stations;

operating credit available to
fishermen through the FFt¡tC;

or any other type of resolution which
involves the operations of the FFMC,

in the last three years? 9tould it be possible for me to
see the text of these resolutions?
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Interview Schedule *2 - Fishermen's Representatives

Purpose: (see section three of Chapter 1) To determine
fishermen's attitudes and opinions concerning the
operation and management of the FFt¡tC in order to
discover their level of satisfaction with the
Corporation.

(Responses need not be restricted to opinions and
evaluations of the Corporation expressed in this year.
Please attempt to answer the questions with reference to
the past history of the Corporation as well.

GROUP DATA AND REPRESENTATIVE CHARACTERTSTICS

Province or Territcry.........

Explain the process through which an advisory committee
member is appointed.

-do fishermen have input into the
selection process? How?

As a member of the Advisory Committee how do you
gather input, concerning the FFt¡lC, from fishermen in your
region? (Advisory committee members)

-do constituents regularly contact you
with their concerns?

-do you hold meetings in an effort to
gather fishermen's concerns on issues.
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SECTION I - I,IÀRKETING

l. What are the opinions of fishermen in your region of
the FFMC's abil-ity to narket fish?

Ia. has the FFI¡iC proven abte to get
the best price possible for your fish?

if nor why not?

Ib. has the FFMC rnarketed fish at a
level cost which benefits fishermen?

if Dor what makes fishermen think
this?

lc. Do fishermen believe changes are necessary
to the present marketing policy?

What changes need to be made
to the FFIiC's marketing approach?

2. What are the opinions of fishermen in your region
with respect to the FFl.tC's marketing of rough tisn
such as carp and mulIet (sucker)?

key issues

2a. Do fishermen think the FFtfC has
placed enough effort and ernphasis on
narketing this type of fish?

yes - l{hy?

No - Why?

2b. Do fishermen think changes need to be made
to the rough fish marketing strategy?
Why? What kinds of changes?

3. 9fhat are the opinions of fishermen in your region
concerning the FFt¡tC's development of IõcaI (Cãnadian)
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markets?

3a. Has the FFIÍC placed enough effort on
the development of these markets?

Yee - 9lhy do you think so?

No - Why?

3b. Does the current domestic market strategy
require changes? What types of changes?

SECTTON II . PRICING

4. What are f ishermen's opinions concerning the FFt¡lC's
price system, which includes a guaranteed initial
price and a surplus or final pa¡rment paid on species
pools.

4a. l{hat are fishernen's opinions of the way the FFttC
sets initial prices for the various fish species?

Does the system of initial payments require
changes?

In what ways should the initial price
mechanism be changed?

4b. What are fishermen's opinions of the way in which
final payments are deternined?

do fishermen think the payment of final
payment on a species pool based on volume
delivered but not grade is fair? Why or why
not?

Do differences in initial prices based on
grade make up for the pooling of final
palrments? Why or why not?

Does the nethod of determining final payments
need changing?

lilhat changep should be made to the final,
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Payments mechanism?

SECTION III - CENTRALIZÀTION OF PROCESSING AND
INFRÀSTRUCTURE

5. What have the financial impacts been on fiphermen in
your region due to the centralization of processing in
I{innipeg (Transcona)?

5a. fn what specific ways has this affected
fishermen' s operations?

5b. Do fishermen believe the Corporation
should undertake fish processing in their
region? Why or why not?

6. What are fishermen's opinions on the location and
staffing of delivery points and packing stations in
their area.

SECTION IV - II,IPACT OF THE CORPORATION ON PROFITABILITY

7. Has the FFtllC improved or reduced the prof itability of
the majority of fishermen in your region?

7a. Improved - How has the FFI{C contributed
to improvements in profitability:
(pause and let res. suggest answer)

by .increasing prices;

by decreasing costs of marketing;

by creating new markets;

by decreasing costs of processing i
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7b. Reduced - In what ways has the F'FMC
reduced prof itability :
(pause and let res. suggest answer)

through costly and ineffective
narketing;

liniting private markets;

decreases in the price of fish;
centralization of processing in
Winnipeg;

inappropriate placement of delivery
points;

8. Do the fishermen in your region think that they would
benefit from selling their fish outside the
Corporation to a greater degree than is already
pernitted? Why or why not? In what specific ways?

key issues

by allowing greater freedom for
fishermen to seII within their ocrn
province.

by allowing fishermen to sell into
export markets.

by exempting some fish species or
products from the Corporation,s
control.

by allowing fishermen to sel1 their
fish completely unrestricted.

SECTION V - PROVISION FOR TiIORKING CAPITAL

10. What are the opinions of fishermen in your region of
the FFIIC's policy on operating credit

10a. Is the level of credit offered, 20t of
average production in Èhe laet three
years, high enough?
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10b.

10. c

lilhat are f ishermen's opinions of the
rates charged on operating credit by the
FFI¡iC? (corporation's borrowing rate plus
2*l

What do fishermen think of the terms of
repayment on operating credit? (within
the season at a minimum of 30t of weekly
gross fishing receipts and assigned
against all final payments)

r0d. Are changes to the present credit policy
needed? fn what erays should the policy
be changed? Why?

SECTION VI - REPRESENTATION

Ll. lilhat are f ishermen's opinions of the representation
they receive with respect to decisions on the
operation and management of the FFI¡IC?

1la. Do fishermen believe they are adequately
represented by the advisory council? Why
or why not?

key issues

-what are fishermen's perceptions of
the ability of the advisory council
to represent their views?

is the number of representatives
from each region satisfactory?

- is the selection process for
representatives satisfactory?

Does the representation of fishermen need
to be improved? In what ways could
representation be improved?

IIc.
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SECTTON VII - CONCI,USIONS

L2. should the FFIrtc be retained in its present forn? Iilhy
or Why not?

IZa. What changes do fishermen think need to
be rnade to the FFtfC?

Key areas:

Pricing system;

Processing of fish;
Marketing in all aspects;

Fishermen' s representation;

Credit policy offered by the FFITíC;

Location and operation of delivery
points.

l-3. Are there any specific problems or concerns with
respect to the FFl,tC, other than those already
discussed, which are of interest to you or the
fishermen in your region?
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Interview Schedule #3 - Government Officials

Purpose: (see section three of Chapter I) To determine
crientsr provinciar fisheries departments, evaluations
and opinions concerning the operation and management
of the FFI¡iC in order to discover their leve1 of
satisfaction with the Corporation.

SECTION I - FFI{C - PROVINCIAL FISHERIES DEPARTMENT
RELATIONSHIP.

1. rdentify and describe the erements of the relationship
between your departnent and the FFITíC?

la. Does your department communicate with the
FF}TC?

lb. How often?

lc. What channels exist between yourselves and
the FFII{C to facilitate communication?

ld. What kinds of issues are discussed?

le. On what types of issues might your department
seek the input of the FFI{C?

2. Does the FFMC consult with your department in an
effort to coordinate the timing of fish harvests with
market demand?

(if yes)
2a. t{hat steps are taken between your department

and the FFUC to coordinate the suppiy and
timing of fish harvests with market demand?

2b. Identify the elements of the FFMC's role
in this process.
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3. fdentify the problems that exist between your
department and the FFt¡tC.

(pause and alloe¡ res. time to answer)

34. Do the channels of conmunication between

your de¡lartment and the FFI¡iC need
improvpnent?

(if yes)
3b. Identify the ways communication could be

inproved.

3c. Do the marketing efforts of the FFttC in any
way impact upon your departments ability to
manage the fishery? In what ways? positively
or negatively? Why?

3d. Are there conflicting goals between your
department and the FFMC?

SECTION II - MARKETING

4. What is your departnents assessment of the FFI¡IC's
ability to market fish?

4a. Is the Corporation able to obtain
satisfactory prices for most species of fish?
lìlhy or why not?

4b. Does the Corporation market fish at a Ieve1
of cost which benefits fishermen?

4c. Does the FFt¡tCrs marketing strategy require
changes?

4d. In what ways? Explain.

5. lilhat is your departments assessment of the way
Corporation handles the marketing of rough fish such
as carp and nullet (sucker)?
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5a. Are the Corporation's efforts to market this
kind of fish satisfactory?

No - Why not?

Yes - t{hy?

5b. Are changes required to the rough fish
marketing strategy? In what ways?

6. What is your departments view of the Corporation's
marketing strategy with respect to domestic
(Canadian) markets?

6a. Has the Corporation placed sufficient effort
on the development of these markets?

Yes - Why does your department think
so?

No - Why not?

6b. Are changes required the Corporationrs
narketing strategy? In vrhat ways?

7. Does your department believe that fishermen could
benefit from marketing their catch outside the
Corporation to a greater extent than is alreadypermitted? Why or why not?

7a. Into domestic markets only?

7b. Into domestic and export markets?

7c. By exemp.ting only specific species?

SECTION III - PRTCING

8. What is your department's assessment of the price
system enployed by the Corporation?
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8a. 9f,hat is your department,s assessment of the methodof setting initial prices for fish?

Does the system require changes? fn what
yrays should it be changed?

8b. Is the method of issuing final payments on a species
poo1, based on volume dãtivered-bút not grade, fair
to fishermen in your region? Why or why not?

Does the final payments system require
changes? In what trays should final pa¡rments
be changed?

9. What is your departments view of the claim thatsignificant cross-subsidization occurs between species
pools?

SECTION IV - CENTRALIZATTON OF PROCESSING

10. what is your department's assessment of the financial
impactsr on the fishermen in your region, of the
centralization of processing in l{innipeg?

LOa. Have fishermen benefited from centralization?
Why or why not?

10b. Shoul-d the Corporation undertake greater
processing of fish in your region? Why or
why not?

SECTION V - FISHER¡{ENIS PROFITABILITY
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11. I{hat is your departmentrs view of the effect of the
FFl,tC on the profitability of fishermen?

Improved - Eow has the FFI{C inproved
fishermen' s prof itability?

Reduced - How has the FF!{C reduced
fishermen' s prof itability?

SECTION VI - CREDIT AVAILABILITY TO FISHERTIIEN.

12. lrlhat is your department,s view of the FFt{C,s
provisions for working capital made to fishermen?

I2a. Is the level of credit offered, 20t of average
production in the last three years sufficient?

rzb. frlhat is your department's evaruation of the rates
charged on working capital loans?
(the Corporation's cost of debt plus Z*)

I2c. What is your department,s evaluation of the
terms of repayment on operating credit?
(within the season at a minimum of 30t of
weekly gross fishing receipts and assigned
against a1l final payments)

I2d. Are changes to the present credit policy
needed? In what erays should the policy be
changed?

SECTION VIT - CONCLUSIONS

f3. shourd the FPttc be retained in its present forn? why
or why not?

13a. t{hat changes need to be made to the FFl,tC?
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Key areas;

Pricing system;

Processing of fish;

llarketing in alI aspects;

Credit policy to fishermen.

14. Are there any other problems or issues, with regard
to the operation and management of the FFI¡iC, which
are of concern to your department.
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John Snell
Natural Resources Institute
L77 Dysart Road
University of l¡lanitoba
Winnipeg, llan.
R3T 2N2

Name of Representative

Sir/lttadam,

I am a student at the Natural Resources Institute,
University of llanitoba. As part of my studies I have
undertaken a review of the irnpacts of the Freshwater Fish
l¡tarketing Corporation on the freshwater fish industry.
With your permission f would like to interview you as the
head of a Fishermen's Association in order to get an
impression of what fishermen think and feel about the FFt{c
and its operaÈions. The topics I wish to discuss will
include: the F'Fl,tC's marketing of fish; pricing policy;
fishermen's representation within the Corporation; the
inpact of the centralization of processing in Winnipeg;
impact of the Corporation on profitability; the
Corporation's credit policy and any other issues that you
might wish to discuss. I expect that the interview should
take no longer than 45 minutes.

I will be in your area and would like to interview you on
the (specific date). I will contact you by phone, during
the week of l{ay 8 - 12, to confirm or arrange an alternate
date and time. Your participation is highly important to
this study and greatly appreciated. If you have any
questions r can be reached at (204) 275-0367 until 1I:00 pm
(C.S.T. ), please call collect.
A copy of the resurts of my report will be made avairabre to
you upon request. , Thank you for your time and cooperation.

Sincerely,

John Snell
Graduate Student
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John Snell
Natural Resources Institute
L77 Dysart Road
University of l¡lanitoba
Winnípeg, üan.
R3T 2N2 ¡ ,

Name of Representative

Sir,
I am a student at the Natural Resources Institute,
University of l¡lanitoba. As part of my studies I have
undertaken a review of the impacts of the Freshwater Fish
Harketing Corporation on the freshwater fish industry.

With your permission I would like to intervievr you as an
Advisory Committee member in order to get an impression of
what fishermen think and feel about the FFlttC and its
operations. The topics I wish to discuss will include: the
FFttC's marketing of f ish; pricing policy; f ishermen's
representation within the Corporation; the impact of the
centralization of processing in WinnÍpegr impact of the
Corporation on profitability; the Corporation's credit
policy and any other issues that you might wish to discuss.
I expect that the interview should take no longer than 45
minutes.

I will be in your area and would like to interview you on
the (specific date ). I will contact you by phone, to
arrange a specific time. Your participation is highly
inportant to this study and greatly appreciated. If you
have any questions I can be reached at 1204, 275-0367 until
11:00 pm C.S.T. please caII collect.
A copy of the results of my report will be made available to
you upon request. Thank you for your time and cooperation.

Sincerely,

John Snell
Graduate Student
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John Snell
Natural Resources Institute
L77 Dysart Road
University of l¡tanitoba
Winnipeg, llan.
R3T 2N2

Name of Official

Sir,
I am a student at the Natural- Resources Institute,
University of l,lanitoba. As part of the requirements for my
degree (liasters of Natural Resources lltanagement) I have
undertaken a research project entitled, "An Assessment of
the Inpacts of the F'reshwater Fish l¡tarketing Corporation on
the Freshwater Fish Industry".

A component of the research involves the gathering of
information, from fisheries officials, concerning the
performance and operation of the Corporation and its
relationship with Provincial and Territorial Fisheries
deparÈments. I intend to conduct interviews with officials
from each of the provinces and the North tilest Territories
and would appreciate your participation. I expect that the
interview should take no longer than 45 minutes.

I would appreciate an interview on the (specific date)
if this is convenient for you. I will contact you by phone
to confirm or arrange another time and date for the
interview. Your participation is highly important to this
study and is greatly appreciated.

A copy of the executive summary of the report will be made
available to you upon request. Thank you for your tine.

Sincerely,

John Snell
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